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Abstract 
 
Costa, Joana Simões de Melo; Amaral, Claudio Abramovay Ferraz da 
(Advisor). Decentralization and School Quality: Evidence from  Brazil´s 
Direct Cash to School Program. Rio de Janeiro, 2013. 159p. PhD Thesis – 
Departamento de Economia, Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio de 
Janeiro. 

 
Decentralization to lower levels of government is considered to improve public 

service provision. Nonetheless, decentralization outcomes are context and design dependent. 

This research investigates a school decentralization program that devolves authority to the 

school level in Brazil. The Direct Cash to School Program transfers cash direct to school 

management in order to improve school infrastructure and to increase community 

participation at school. The autonomous budget is managed by a school council constituted 

with community members. Considering non-linear rules in the Direct Cash to School 

Program, we explore two different aspects of this program within different school samples. 

Our main contribution is to disentangle the effects of having a school council to manage 

autonomous resources from the effects of additional funding. This analysis is essentially 

limited to small rural schools and our findings indicate that school council resource 

management improve school infrastructure and slightly enhance student performance. We 

also explore how local community educational level affects this result. Although 

infrastructure upgrading was generalized, investments directly benefiting students and 

improvement on student performance were restricted to schools with more educated 

community.  The other relevant contribution is the investigation of whether additional locally 

managed resources improve school quality in an urban setting. Our findings suggest that 

increasing the resources under school council control do not increase overall parent 

participation at school. We also obtained that additional resources improve school equipment 

quality instead of physical infrastructure. In addition, we also consider how different local 

characteristics affect these outcomes. The higher the mothers’ education and the higher the 

community engagement at school, the greater the investment that directly benefit the 

students.  

 
 
Keywords 

School autonomy; school infrastructure; broadband internet. 
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Resumo 
 
Costa, Joana Simões de Melo; Amaral, Claudio Abramovay Ferraz da 
(Orientador). Descentralização e Qualidade da Escola: Evidências a partir 
do Programa Dinheiro Direto na Escola. Rio de Janeiro, 2013. 159p. Tese 
de Doutorado – Departamento de Economia, Pontifícia Universidade Católica 
do Rio de Janeiro. 
 

 
A descentralização é vista como uma das possíveis formas de melhorar a provisão do 

serviço público. Todavia, os resultados de uma descentralização dependem do contexto local 

e da forma de implementação. Esta pesquisa investiga um programa que promove a 

autonomia escolar no Brasil. O Programa Dinheiro Direto na Escola recursos a serem 

administrados pela escola tendo em vista a melhoria da infraestrutura escolar e o aumento da 

participação da comunidade na escola. Os recursos são administrados pelo conselho escolar 

constituído por membros da comunidade. Considerando regras não-lineares deste programa, 

explora-se dois diferentes aspectos deste programa em duas amostras diferentes de escolas. A 

principal contribuição deste estudo é separar o efeito de introduzir o conselho escolar na 

administração dos recursos do efeito de mais recursos. Esta análise é realizada para escolas 

pequenas em ambiente rural. Os resultados apontam que a administração dos recursos pelo 

conselho escolar melhora a infraestrutura da escola e também eleva o desempenho escolar. 

Também explora-se como o contexto local afeta este resultado. Apesar da melhoria em 

infraestrutura ser generalizada entre as escolas, o aumento do desempenho dos alunos só 

ocorreu em escolas localizadas em comunidades mais escolarizadas. A outra contribuição 

relevante desta pesquisa é a investigação do efeito de mais recursos em escolas urbanas. Os 

resultados sugerem que o aumento de recursos administrados pelo conselho escolar não 

elevam a participação dos pais na escola. Todavia, estes recursos extras contribuem para uma 

melhoria dos equipamentos existentes na escola. Tais recursos são investidos mais em 

equipamentos do que em infraestrutura física. Também o contexto local afeta este resultado. 

Quanto maior a educação da mãe e o engajamento prévio da comunidade, maiores são as 

melhorias que beneficiam diretamente o aluno. 

 
 
Palavras-chave 

Autonomia escolar; infraestrutura escolar; internet banda-larga. 
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CHAPTER 1  
School-based Management in Brazil 
 

 

1.1  
Introduction 
 

Decentralization Motivation 

Decentralization is considered to produce welfare gains through an improved 

allocation of public resources (Oates, 1997). The argument is that lower levels of 

government are closer to people and, consequently, have better knowledge about 

local preferences. While a central government provides the same pattern of services 

across different regions, a system of nested self-governments deliver public goods 

according to local tastes. 

In addition, the failure of service delivery to the poor is often explained by the 

lack of governmental accountability (World Bank, 2004). Decentralization reforms 

are advocated as a route to reduce bureaucracy, imperfect monitoring, corruption and 

distortive incentives by international agencies, such as the World Bank. Bringing 

decision power closer to citizens is considered to change incentives towards a more 

responsiveness and transparent system. 

The transfer of authority to local governments increases the opportunity for 

citizens to reveal their preferences to decision-makers. Therefore, citizens will be able 

to participate more and to better monitor politicians. As a result, local decision-

makers will be better informed about local needs and demands. This context favors 

accountability in the sense that local citizens might effectively pressure local 

government to attend their needs. If local government deviates from local petitions, 

then citizens may exercise some form of punishment, for instance, not re-electing 

local decision-makers. As found by de Janvry et al. (2012), mayors that more 

effectively implemented a decentralized program in Brazilian municipalities had 

higher probabilities of re-election.   
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Considering that local government policies will be better able to commit with 

local demands, decentralized system will be more sensitive to heterogeneous and 

time-varying needs across different localities. This responsiveness is unlikely to be 

achieved by a central government, which is more likely to adopt standardized policies 

across regions. Nonetheless, centralization benefit from policy coordination and scale 

economies. For that reason, centralized public provision would be preferred in the 

case of similar preferences and large externalities across regions.  

On the other hand, Seabright (1996), highlights that accountability may justify 

decentralization even if preferences are homogeneous. He claims that in the case of 

spillovers between localities, the decentralization gains of accountability must be set 

against its losses due to externalities. The discussion on how to choose which services 

should be decentralized is far from a consensus, as Weingast (2013) emphasizes that 

the literature introducing political mechanism to determine which public services 

should be decentralized result in inefficient assignment and service provision. 

Contrasting to Seabright (1995), Bardhan and Mookherjee (2005) consider 

that decentralization does not necessarily improve accountability. Local elite may 

pressure local politicians to act according to their interest while local community may 

lack the ability to voice their needs. Consequently, local public resources might only 

benefit local elite in a decentralized system. In this case, decentralization might 

actually reduce welfare and degrade public service delivery even if compared to a 

corrupt and inefficient centralized government. 

Community characteristics that favor local democracy will contribute to 

reduce elite capture in a decentralized system. Examples of these characteristics are 

higher educational level of citizens and local bureaucrats, political awareness of 

citizens, no social or economic impediment to citizen participation, availability of 

trustworthy information, transparent rules, and fair elections. Other features that 

improve accountability and reduce corruption in a decentralized context are 

minorities’ reservation seats in local government (Chattopadhyay and Duflo 2004), 

media campaigns (Reinikka and Svensson 2011) and monitoring by higher level 

governments (Olken 2007).  
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Therefore, decentralization outcomes will be determined by the interaction 

between decentralization design and local characteristics. The context and design 

dependence of decentralization impact is well illustrated by Bardhan and Mookherjee 

(2006) that present case studies of eight countries, covering more than half of the 

world´s population. Precisely for being context specific, decentralization might 

increase inequality in service delivery between regions with a functioning local 

democracy and those with a malfunctioning local democracy. Nonetheless, if 

properly designed and implemented, decentralization might not produce this 

efficiency-equity trade off. 

Besides improving local service delivery, decentralization has also the 

potential of improving governance by increasing political competition, reducing 

political instability (conciliating ethnic conflicts), and limiting government power 

(Faguet 2012). But, as previously argued, design and implementation are fundamental 

for the achievement of these outcomes. 

The ambiguous decentralization outcomes predicted by theory are inherent to 

any reform that delegate authority to lower levels of administration. Nevertheless, 

decentralization reforms have been adopted to improve a variety of public services 

(World Bank, 2004). In this study, our focus in on decentralization reforms aimed at 

improving school quality. 

 

School Decentralization Reforms 
How to improve education has been largely debated by both policy makers 

and researchers. Many policies have been found effective to attract students to school 

but no consensus has been achieved on strategies to improve student learning. We 

may cite health interventions (see Miguel and Kremer 2004 on deworming) and 

programs that reduce the cost of schooling (see Burde and Linden 2013 on smaller 

school distance, Muralidharan and Prakash 2013 on cycling to school program, and 

Fiszbein et al. 2009 on cash transfers) as successful policies to raise school 

enrollment. On the other hand, several actions were experimented to increase student 

achievement but the evaluation outcomes are conflicting. 
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A pure resource policy is considered to have limited effect on school quality 

(Hanushek 2006). In fact, several evaluations of interventions aimed at increasing 

school inputs produce disappointing effects. For instance, provision of textbooks 

(Glewwe et al. 2009) and flip charts (Glewwe et al. 2004) in Kenya did not improve 

student scores. A book program in Philippines (Abeberese et al. 2012) translated into 

a temporary modest increase in reading test scores but no effect on other subjects. 

Computer is an instructional material used by several programs but the evidence on 

student learning is mixed. While some evaluations concluded that more computers 

are not effective to boost student learning (Angrist and Lavy 2002 and Cristia et al. 

2012), others have found encouraging results (Banerjee et al. 2007, Carrillo et al. 

2010 and Lai et al. 2012). Even though there are several differences concerning local 

settings and program implementations, the comparison of these computer-based 

interventions suggests that computer use might be more effective if integrated to 

curriculum design. Conflict is present even when considering school inputs other than 

instructional materials. As an example, Angrist and Lavy (1999) find positive results 

on student performance due to class size reduction whereas Duflo et al. (2012) find 

less promising effects if reducing class size is not combined to other intervention. 

One possible explanation for the counter-intuitive null result of school inputs 

on learning is that there is “crowding out” of school resources. Das et al. (2013) 

report evidence for Zambia and India that unexpected grants to school improve 

student learning but no change is observed if the grant is expected. Their results 

suggest that household spending on education diminishes in response to anticipated 

grants and this could be one of the explanations for the previous findings. 

Other researches argue that the limited impact of additional resources in 

educational outcomes is due to system distortions and lack of incentives (see 

Hanushek 2006 and Kremer and Holla 2009). Therefore, resource policies should be 

combined with interventions aimed at changing incentives in order to actually 

improve learning. Indeed, incentive interventions are seen as promising strategies to 

boost school quality. Among incentive interventions, we may cite information 

dissemination for school community, teacher performance-pay, performance based 

funding for schools, and school decentralization reforms. 
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This study is related to school decentralization reforms. Among different 

designs of decentralization reforms, school autonomy is seen as one of the most 

promising accountability reforms to enhance educational outcomes (Bruns et al. 

2011).  School-based management reforms assign decision-making authority to 

school level, thus making the decision process faster and less bureaucratic. 

Transferring authority to school is considered an innovation with potential to enhance 

local community participation, avoid elite local capture, promote transparency and 

reduce fraud. In addition, school community empowerment may lead to a greater 

effort and engagement of school members, and, consequently, to better educational 

outcomes. 

However, as previously argued, school decentralization could have negative or 

null results in education quality if local agents lack technical skills to manage 

resources,  if local elite misappropriate the resources or if divergences are accentuated 

among school community members (Gertler, Patrinos and Rubio-Codina 2007; 

Galiani and Perez-Truglia 2011). 

Furthermore, Hanushek et al. (2011) argue that the lower the level of 

development and the worse the quality of local institutions, the stronger these 

channels that corrupt the local decision-making process. Indeed, Galiani et al. (2008) 

find that positive results of decentralization in Argentina on student achievement 

were restricted to schools in non-poor areas, and Hanushek et al. (2011) present some 

evidence that more school autonomy promoted student attainment in high-income 

countries but not in low-income ones. Also Madeira (2012) estimates that 

decentralization raised student dropout and failure in Brazil (São Paulo), particularly 

on rural and poor areas.  

In addition, Beasley and Huillery (2012) claim that the success of 

beneficiary’s participation in a program depends on the local community 

characteristics. Community preferences, ability to participate in the program and 

costs of participating must be considered when evaluating or designing a participatory 

program. Gunnarsson et al. (2009) highlight that positive results from 

decentralization depends on local context and find, through an analysis of eight Latin 
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American countries, that parent participation is associated to community size, 

location and parental human capital.  

There is a huge variety of school-based management reforms taking place, 

since they depend on a combination of which community members and which school 

operations are involved. The school decision-maker committee could include some 

arrangement of principal, teachers, parents or other school community members and 

their responsibility could be over budget allocation, personnel decisions, student 

achievement monitoring and/or curriculum design, among others. For instance, a 

“weak” form of school autonomy would be one where school councils have only 

advising function while in a “strong” form school councils would receive funding 

straight from the central government and decide on issues such as teacher 

hiring/firing and curriculum outline (e.g. EDUCO program in El Salvador - 

Educación con Participación de la Comunicad) (Barrera-Osorio et al., 2009). 

The empirical evaluations of strengthening community participation at school 

provide mixed evidence. The mere introduction of school councils is not necessarily 

correlated to improvement on school indicators (see Chaudhury et al., 2006, and Paes 

de Barros and Mendonça 1998) and many current school autonomy reforms involve 

actions to empower already existing parent-teacher associations. Gertler, Patrinos and 

Rubio-Codina (2012) evaluate a program in Mexico called Apoyo a la Gestión 

Escolar (AGE - Support to School Management), designed to provide monetary 

support ($500-$700 per year) for the schools´ parent associations. Based on a 

difference-in-differences methodology, they conclude that this program led to a 

reduction of 7.4% on grade failure. According to Bruns et al. (2011), there is an 

ongoing randomized control trial to evaluate the effects of doubling the AGE funding 

and preliminary results would suggest an impact on test scores (5-5.6% for Spanish 

and 6-8% for Math). 

There are several studies empirically assessing school autonomy reforms (see 

Bruns et al. 2011), but a few rely on credible identification strategies. Lassibille et al. 

(2010) analyses a randomized intervention in Madagascar that improved the 

pedagogical process management at the school level (and also at the sub district and 

district levels) combined with support for community participation. They report 
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positive effects in student attendance and performance in contrast to no effect when 

the intervention was restricted to higher administrative levels (sub district and 

district). In addition, Glewwe and Maïga (2011) do not find heterogeneous results of 

this program according to different types of teacher. Another example of positive 

findings on student achievement is Duflo et al. (2012), which examines a randomly 

assignment of resources for parent-teacher associations (PTA) to hire novice teachers 

in Kenya. The training provided to PTAs members improved the results.  

On the other hand, some empirical findings suggest restrictions on school 

autonomy reforms impact. In a randomized evaluation in Indonesia, Pradhan et al. 

(2011) find that elections of school committee members and stronger commitment 

between school committee and village council had positive impact on test scores; 

however, a block grant ($326) and training for school committee had no effects alone. 

Limited result for school-based management reform is also obtained by 

Blimpo and Evans (2011). They evaluate a randomized control trial in Gambia that 

involved school-management training for school community. This program resulted 

in a reduction of student and teacher absenteeism but the improvement on learning 

outcomes occurred only in villages with higher literacy levels. 

In India, Banerjee et al. (2010) found no effects of randomized interventions 

that provided information about village education committees´ role for community 

members not even if they were trained for monitoring learning outcomes. Their 

findings suggest that these actions were not enough to boost community participation 

and monitoring. As Beasley and Huillery (2012) suggest, actions to empower local 

community depend on local context to succeed. They evaluate a randomized program 

in Niger that increased the grants under the school committee control (on average 

$209 per school). Their findings suggest that parent participation improved, 

especially where community has higher taste for education, higher real authority and 

low cost of participating. It is also found a general improvement on infrastructure 

quality and school enrollment. 
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Our contribution 

The two following chapters explore non-linear rules in a federal program in 

Brazil named Dinheiro Direto na Escola (PDDE - Direct Cash to School Program), 

which provides cash to be locally managed by the school community. Within the 

context of this school autonomy program, we aim at estimating the effects of 

additional resources to school community and the effects of introducing school 

community in resource management. We also investigate heterogeneous effects 

according to local contexts. 

Even though the program Dinheiro Direto na Escola does not constitute a 

randomized control trial, its design also provides a reliable identification strategy. We 

provide findings that rely on regression discontinuity designs as an identification 

strategy1. This is also relevant since credible evidence is still uncommon on the 

evaluation literature of school-based management reforms.  

In the second chapter, we explore the fact that this program awards schools 

that achieve student performance targets with extra financing resources. Therefore, 

the comparison of outcomes between schools that almost accomplished their targets 

with those that barely succeed allow us to identify the impact of increasing the school 

committee´s budget. More resources in a school-based management context is more 

likely to improve school quality since in a decentralized context local agents have 

better knowledge of school needs and are subject to local accountability. In addition, 

more resources to local community may translate into school autonomy 

strengthening, which might positively impact school quality.   

 Due to a detailed dataset on school infrastructure, we are able to uncover the 

investment decisions on school infrastructure quality. Besides the quantity, we also 

investigate the quality of several infrastructure items. This chapter studies how 

resources were allocated towards equipment and physical infrastructure quality. We 

find that the additional funding to the school committee did not improve student 

performance, measured as test scores, approval rate and dropout rate2. However, we 

                                                           
1 The use of regression discontinuity design as an identification strategy was already used by Clark 
(2009) in the UK context of school autonomy reform. 
2 The lack of effect on student scores due to more resources in Programa Dinheiro Direto na Escola 
(Direct Cash to School Program) has also been found in Rocha (2011). He takes advantage of jumps in 
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find that school infrastructure had some improvement, especially on equipment 

opposed to physical infrastructure. 

Another relevant contribution of this chapter is the investigation of 

heterogeneous effects due to the local characteristics. As previously discussed by 

others, e.g. Hanushek et al. (2011), Galiani and Perez-Truglia (2011) and Beasley and 

Huillery (2012), the school-based management reform outcomes will depend on the 

local context. Nonetheless, remains unanswered the question of which settings 

contribute to local participation improving education quality. Local characteristics 

that reinforce accountability will positively contribute for the decentralization reform. 

For that reason, we investigate whether results are different according to mothers’ 

education and previous community engagement at school. 

Higher educational level might increase mother taste for education, improve 

mother skills to manage the funding and provide de facto authority for them. We 

consider schools with mothers more educated those where more than 50% of the 

mothers have at least the primary school. The other local feature considered is former 

community participation. If parent-teacher association holds meetings regularly (more 

than 3 per year) and if parents are organizing school community activities, then 

school community already has some level of commitment with the school and some 

developed sense of school ownership. Indeed, in both scenarios, an increase of 

resources managed by a school committee led to higher improvements in both 

physical infrastructure quality and equipment, especially on equipment items towards 

direct students use. Our findings suggest that local context is very important to 

determine better resource use by local community. This is consistent with previous 

conclusions from Galiani et al. (2008), Hanushek et al. (2011) and Beasley and 

Huillery (2012). Nonetheless, the improvement of infrastructure quality was not 

enough to boost academic performance.  

Our results contribute to the literature that investigates the effect of more 

resources on education but also to the school autonomy literature because it 

represents an exogenous variation of resources in a context of community-based 

                                                                                                                                                                      
funding at some cutoffs of the school number of students in order to investigate the effect of more 
resources on test scores in São Paulo. 
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management, which represent a less distortive framework. In addition, the findings of 

the chapter also contribute to the literature that address whether school funding 

should be based in performance. While many studies investigate if incentives are 

leading to more productive spending (e.g. Olken, Onishi and Wong 2012), Bacalod, 

DiNardo and Jacobson (2012) examine if rewards are used to improve student 

achievement. Their findings are that resources were not committed to instructional 

material or teacher contracting, which resulted in no effect on student performance. 

We also find that the awards received did not improve student outcomes. 

Nevertheless, our results are qualitatively different since in our framework there is 

community participation, and this feature was expected to possibly reverse the results. 

Moreover, our data set allow us a more detailed investigation of the infrastructure 

quality and also an investigation of heterogeneous effects due to local institutional 

settings. 

The third chapter aims to go even further, since we attempt to disentangle the 

effect of including community members on management from the effect of more 

resources. This is especially relevant since most of the empirical evidence produced 

so far on school-based management (or, more generally, on school decentralization) 

do not achieve this task. The problem is that usually school decentralization reforms 

also involve funding increase. One exception is Blimpo and Evans (2011) that 

randomly provided community training and extra resources for a group of schools 

whereas other schools received only additional resources. 

We begin by estimating the effect of a combination of additional resources 

and the introduction of school council to manage resources. In order to achieve this 

objective, we take advantage of a rule that determines that schools with 51 students or 

more must constitute a school committee whereas smaller schools have the option of 

not having such organization. Schools without a council will receive resources 

through the local government (instead of receiving it straight from national 

government to the school committee bank account) and the principal will be 

responsible for resources usage. 

It is interesting to note that we are actually comparing two forms of 

decentralization. One where principal and local officers are responsible for resource 
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allocation and the other is characterized by the participation of parents on funding 

management. The second type is likely to reduce local capture of resources since 

parents are empowered to monitor. This investigation is relevant to understand the 

relative effectiveness of different decentralization reforms. Moreover, the outcome 

might reveal designs that contribute for improving decentralization results. 

Comparing schools with a little less than 51 students and those immediately 

above the 51 cutoff allow us to estimate the effect of having school community 

managing resources. Unfortunately, the 51 threshold also determines that school will 

receive more resources from the program. Therefore, the estimates at the 51 cutoff 

also incorporate a resource effect. 

Nonetheless, we consider other settings where it is observed only an increase 

of resources in order to compare effects from a pure-resource policy with those from 

a combination of extra funding and school council management. One of those settings 

is at the 100 student threshold, since schools with 100 students or more also receive 

an abrupt increase of resources. Schools in the neighborhood of the 100 student cutoff 

have school committee, and the effects at this cutoff are related only to additional 

resources. Therefore, we compare results at the 50 student cutoff with those at the 

100 student cutoff in other to understand the possible consequences of increasing 

community participation in resource management. 

In addition, throughout the period analyzed (2007-2012) many schools below 

the 51 student cutoff chose to constitute a school committee to manage resources so 

that, more recently, there is no discontinuity in the proportion of schools with a 

school committee at the 51 student threshold. In most recent years, this cutoff 

represents only a discontinuity in the amount of resources. Therefore, contrasting the 

impact at the 51 student cutoff in the previous years to the impact at the 51 student 

cutoff in the last years led to an estimative of the effect of involving the school 

community into resources management. 

In other words, considering the 51 student threshold, we estimate the effect of 

having received more resources in the years 2008-09 on school outcomes in 2009 and 

also the effect of more resources in 2011-12 on school indices in 2012. We 

understand the difference among these results as a consequence of the fact that more 
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resources in 2008-09 are combined with having a school committee to manage 

resources for two years. 

Our findings suggest that more resources joined with the introduction of 

school council management resulted on higher improvements on school 

infrastructure, especially equipment, and slightly better student achievement than in 

the scenarios with only increasing resources. This suggests that positive results were 

mainly driven by the participation of parents in management. This can be interpreted 

as an indication that decentralization designs with mechanisms that actually empower 

local community have the potential to enhance results. 

We also contribute to the understanding of how local characteristics affect 

community participation outcomes by examining heterogeneous effect considering 

the literacy rate among adults in the municipality. We obtain that the positive impact 

of the combination of more resources and school council management is concentrated 

in schools located at municipalities with higher literacy rate among adults. 

The positive effects of having parents in resources management are consistent 

with the findings of Pradhan et al. (2011) and Lassibile et al. (2010). The fact that 

better results were localized in schools for which local community is better educated 

converges with previous conclusions by Blimpo and Evans (2011), Beasley and 

Huillery (2012) and Galiani et al. (2008). 

In addition to these outcomes, we also observe as a non-expected impact the 

increase on the proportion of more educated teachers. The empowerment of parents to 

manage resources might change school dynamics in other dimensions than the ones 

previewed by the reform. To a certain extent, this result is aligned to the findings in 

Duflo et al. (2012), especially considering that the improvements on teacher 

qualification were restricted to schools located in more educated areas. 

The sample of primary schools considered in the second chapter is very 

different from those at the third chapter. While the first is composed only of urban 

schools, the second is essentially rural schools that are overrepresented at the 

northeast region. The source of infrastructure data is also different. For the first group 

we have very detailed information, whereas for the second only more limited data is 

available. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that some results were similar. 
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Namely, local managed resources were averagely used to improve school equipment 

rather than physical infrastructure. In addition, resources resulted in higher 

infrastructure development directly benefiting student welfare in schools where local 

community has higher educational level. This constitutes evidence that community 

level of education affects the functioning of decentralized systems. 

 

1.2  
Institutional Background 
 

Brazil´s Decentralization Process 
The background of decentralization reform in Brazil was a transition of the 

national political system. After 20 years of military dictatorship, Brazil was moving 

to democracy. This constituted an opportunity for regional elites to change 

distribution of power through decentralization. In addition, the last years of the 

military regime were characterized by poor economic growth, rise in poverty and 

failure of social-service delivery. Hence, social movements were also claiming for 

decentralization and more popular participation in order to reduce bureaucracy, 

increase responsiveness and improve efficiency in service delivery.  International 

agencies were concerned with default risk and also encouraged the adoption of a 

decentralized system in order to tight fiscal control. Therefore, the 1988 constitution 

and the decentralization reform were shaped reflecting all these contradictory 

interests.  

At the end, local governments were given greater political and fiscal 

autonomy and responsibility for social service provision. Baiocchi (2006) describes 

conflicting evidence about decentralization effects on service provision. Despite an 

observed increase of basic education and health indicators, there are ambiguous 

effects of inequality between regions. Indeed, Souza (2002) claims that Brazilian 

decentralization has been unable to tackle regional disparities and local governments 

have very imbalanced abilities to assume their responsibilities and respond to local 

demands. 
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On one hand, decentralization opened way for the adoption of institutional 

innovations to improve popular participation, such as Participatory Budget. On the 

other hand, poorer and smaller municipalities faced high dependence on inter-

governmental transfers and inability to provide social service for which they are 

responsible. 

In the educational scenario, the municipal system did not take off. Some states 

carried out their own reforms in other to encourage municipalities to assume schools 

and students as their responsibilities (for instance, see Madeira, 2007, for São Paulo´s 

experience). The Constitution determined that 25% of municipality and state revenues 

should be earmarked to education; even so, there was neither high government 

supervision nor strong local monitoring of this expenditure in most municipalities. 

The central government assumed the responsibility of ensuring education 

equity and promoted an education reform to address these issues (Draibe 2004 and 

Sands Jr. 2008). In 1996, it was approved a new national education law, the Lei de 

Diretrizes e Bases da Educação Nacional (LDB). This law established minimum 

qualification for teachers and changed national curriculum standards. It also 

reinforced constitution determination that municipalities should assume responsibility 

for education provision. Primary education would be a responsibility of both state and 

municipal governments. In addition to primary education, municipalities were also 

assigned authority to provide pre-schools whereas states were accountable for high 

school education. 

Aiming at a more equal distribution of education resources, national 

government launched a new funding mechanism in 1998, the Fundo de Manutenção e 

Desenvolvimento do Ensino Fundamental e de Valorização do Magistério (FUNDEF/ 

Fund for Maintenance and Development of Primary Education and Promotion of 

Teacher Career) (Draibe 2004, Sands Jr. 2008 and Gordon and Vegas 2004). 

Municipalities and states would contribute with a percentage of their revenues (15% 

of the value of four main intergovernmental transfers) to create a primary education 

state fund. Then, the money of each state fund would be redistributed among 

municipalities within state and the state according to the number of primary students 

enrolled in each system. This guarantees equality across municipalities within state. 
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In addition, national government complements funding in states where local 

contribution is insufficient to ensure a minimum allocation per-student required 

nationally, thus, promoting equality among states. 

All money received from FUNDEF must be spent on education and at least 

60% of this amount must be on the benefit of teachers. Municipalities were urged to 

renovate promotion standards of public teacher career. Moreover, municipalities were 

also compelled to create councils to monitor FUNDEF expenditures. In sum, this 

reform also intended to control local government discretion over education resources 

while creating mechanisms for community monitoring.  

As a result of this reform, there has been a substantial increase in municipal 

education system. At this time, primary education comprised eight years (7 to 14 

year-old children). Municipalities would largely take control over the first four years 

(1st cycle of primary education) while states would mostly be responsible for last 

four years (2nd cycle of primary education)3. After 2006, the FUNDEF was replaced 

by FUNDEB (Fundo de Manutenção e Desenvolvimento da Educação Básica e de 

Valorização do Magistério / Fund for Maintenance and Development of Basic 

Education and Promotion of Teacher Career). FUNDEB is essentially an enlargement 

of FUNDEF in order to include pre-primary education and secondary education. 

The education reform in the 1990´s also involved experiments with other 

institutional innovations. In 1998, a group of schools participated of a pilot program 

largely financed by the World Bank named Plano de Desenvolvimento da Escola 

(PDE/ School Development Plan). In this program, teachers and parents would 

receive financial and technical support to identify school main difficulties and 

elaborate a plan to challenge these problems (see Carnoy et al. 2008). This program is 

still functioning nowadays. 

 

                                                           
3 In 2005, Brazil initiated a process to adopt a 9-year primary education system, including 6 to 14 year-
old children. The 1st cycle of primary education would consist of the initial 5 years while the 2nd cycle 
would comprise the last 4years. 
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The Direct Cash to School Program (PDDE) 

Launched in 1995, the program Dinheiro Direto na Escola /PDDE (Direct 

Cash to School Program) was the first to establish a direct transfer from national 

government to schools. In the context of a decentralized system where resources 

transferred to local governments would not necessarily benefit schools due to 

widespread problems of corruption and governance (Ferraz, Finan, and Moreira 

2012), this was an effective way to bypass all levels of bureaucracy. The idea was to 

provide schools with autonomy on how to spend at least part of the resources. In 

addition, introducing community in management might also increase overall parent 

participation in education with positive results to school quality.  

The administration of the program is conducted by a federal institution named 

Fundo Nacional de Desenvolvimento da Educação/FNDE (National Fund for 

Educational Development, an organization connected to the Ministry of Education). 

The PDDE initial name was Programa de Manutenção e Desenvolvimento do Ensino 

Fundamental (PMDE/Program for Maintenance and Development of Primary 

Education). Since then, not only the name but also some characteristics changed in 

order to reduce the program bureaucracy, simplifying school entrance to the program 

and resource transference. For instance, it is not necessary for schools to sign a 

contract in order to participate. The only requirement is that larger public schools 

must have an established school council with a bank account in order to receive and 

manage resources. In 2009, this program was expanded to cover pre-primary and 

high-school education. 

The program provides supplementary funding for public schools to improve 

its physical and pedagogical infrastructure. The extra income is granted once a year 

and its allocation must be decided by the school community. The use of funds is 

restricted to school maintenance, equipment´s expenses, pedagogical project´s 

implementation or school activities´ development. It is also established that 80% of 

the funds should be destined to maintenance spending or nondurable goods and the 

remaining 20% should be for providing durable goods. The payment of wages or 

taxes is expressly forbidden. 
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In order to receive the PDDE´s monetary support, school with at least 51 

students must establish an association called Unidade Executora (Implementing 

Unit), which works as a school committee. Before 2005, the threshold that 

determined the obligation to have a school committee was 100 students (this change 

can be observed at the FNDE regulations Resolução/CD/FNDE nº 16 and 

Resolução/CD/FNDE nº 17, see FNDE 2005 and FNDE 2004). The school council 

has some discretionary power on the functioning of this association; nevertheless, the 

program provides a guidebook with instructions about the implementation and the 

operation of the school committee. The guidelines of the manual determine that the 

members of this organization should be elected by the school community and that any 

member of the school community can be candidate. It is also strongly recommended 

that all school community members should be represented in this organization. In 

addition, it is stated that the president of the committee should also be elected, among 

the members of the school community, not necessarily the school principal (FNDE, 

2009). 

The school council must have a bank account in order to receive the program 

transfers straight from the federal government. This association is responsible for 

deciding the PDDE´s resource allocation and for annually preparing reports for the 

local government level. If the reports are not approved or not delivered, the school is 

no longer eligible to PDDE program.  

Alternatively, schools with less than 51 students have to decide about the 

school committee constitution. For those schools that do not establish a school 

committee to manage the resources, the cash transfer will be received by the 

educational secretariat of either the municipality or the state (depending whether the 

school is under municipal or state control). Nevertheless, the school (most likely, the 

school principal without consulting other community members) must settle the 

priorities in order to determine the resource allocation. 

Other feature of this program is that the amount assigned to each school is 

defined according to the total number of students. The total funding provided to 

schools presents discontinuity jumps at certain thresholds of the total number of 

students (namely, 51, 100, 501, 751, 1001, 1501 and 2001). Taking into consideration 
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regional disparities, the program determines that rural schools, and schools located in 

the North, Northeast and Center Regions receive a higher per-student value. The 

number of students is taken from School Census, which is an annual survey collected 

by the Instituto Nacional de Estudos e Pesquisas Educacionais Anísio Teixeira 

(INEP/ National Institute for Education Research). This institute sends questionnaires 

to be filled out by schools and later aggregates information about their physical and 

human resources. 

Since 2007, an additional element of PDDE is that primary urban schools for 

which the individual quality target is achieved receive 50% more resources for two 

consecutive years (this was instructed by the following FNDE regulation: 

Resolução/CD/FNDE nº 9, see FNDE 2007). The school quality is measured by the 

index IDEB (Índice de Desenvolvimento da Educação Básica/Index of Basic 

Education Development), which was created by the Brazilian Ministry of Education 

in 2007 as a tool for monitoring educational progress. IDEB´s formula combines pass 

rates and test scores and it ranges from zero to ten. The grade progression is taken 

from administrative data, the School Census, while the tests scores are part of a 

national exam named Prova Brasil (Brazil Test). The national exam happens every 

two years since 2005 (2005, 2007, 2009 …), so IDEB results are biannual. For 2007 

on, there are IDEB targets set for each school by the Brazilian Government. The 

targets were planned with the aim of enhancing the national IDEB from 3.8 in 2005 

to 6.0 in 2022. 

Actually, each primary school constituted by all nine primary grades has two 

IDEB scores and two IDEB targets, one for each cycle of primary education.  The 

Prova Brasil is applied to fifth and ninth grades, which are the last grade of the first 

and the second primary cycle, respectively. Hence, the IDEB score for each primary 

cycle consists of an averaged pass rate for the whole cycle combined with the last 

grade test score. If a complete primary school achieves its IDEB target of only one of 

the primary cycles, then the 50% increase is applied only to the PDDE´s income 

relative to the students of that cycle. 

Considering primary schools controlled either by municipality or state, the 

program coverage has been pretty sizeable and constant. For the period 2007-2012, 
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the program comprised approximately 92% of urban primary schools and 80% of 

rural schools in each year. This means that 50,272 primary urban schools and 55,334 

primary rural schools received PDDE funding in 2012. The median value transferred 

to primary urban schools was R$6,870 (approximately U$3,435). For primary rural 

school this amount was R$2,302 (nearly U$1,151). 

It is not possible to exactly estimate the effect of PDDE transfers on school 

budgets since there is no information available on total funding received for each 

school. Nonetheless, we consider FUNDEB resources to compare with PDDE´s. As 

previously explained, FUNDEB constitute the main source of education spending by 

states and municipalities. In 2012, FUNDEB comprised R$2,495 (U$1,248) per 

student to be invested in pre-primary, primary and secondary education. Nonetheless, 

the law determines that at least 60% of this funding should be spent with teacher 

payment. Hence, the maximum amount available for investment in school physical 

and pedagogical infrastructure would be R$998 (U$499) per student. The total PDDE 

transfers in 2012 signified an amount of R$13 per student, which represents 1.3% of 

total resources from FUNDEB available to infrastructure investment. Note that this 

percentage may strongly vary across schools because municipalities and states have 

the discretionary power to choose the level of investment in each school. In addition, 

municipalities and states may spend even more than 60% of FUNDEB on wages so 

that infrastructure investment is smaller. 

Even though PDDE transfers are not large, the amount received for each 

school is comparable to other school autonomy programs in different countries. For 

instance, the Mexican program Apoyo a la Gestión Escolar (AGE) provided U$500-

U$700 per year for parent associations (Bruns et al. 2011) and a randomized 

intervention in Niger granted U$209 to school committees (Beasley and Huillery 

2012). Evaluations suggest that the first improved student learning while the second 

enhanced parent participation and student enrollment. The resources provided within 

a school-based management context serve to strengthen the school autonomy. 

The introduction of community participation in management through the 

establishment of school councils is one of the leading features of PDDE. This 

innovation is supposed to change school dynamics by empowering parents. In 1995, 
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there were 11,643 schools with school councils to manage PDDE resources (FNDE, 

2008). This number was larger than 75,000 in 2003 and superior than 106,000 in 

2012. This means that the proportion of schools with a council rose from 64% to 80% 

in the period 2003-2012. If more parent participation in resource management 

actually modify school functioning, the expansion of school councils was a relevant 

change introduced by PDDE. 

A few qualitative studies have been done in order to better understand the 

functioning of the school council within the PDDE context. Peroni and Adrião (2007) 

present an analysis for 10 schools in 5 different Brazilian states (one in each Brazilian 

region). Even though the funding from PDDE is not considered sufficient by school 

community, the resources are recognized as responsible for improvements in both 

physical infrastructure and equipment. 

They describe that, even before PDDE, several schools already had some type 

of parent-teacher association. Nonetheless, this organization was inoperative in many 

schools. Therefore, PDDE was important either to reactivate or to initiate parent-

teacher associations in schools. Even in schools with a well-functioning committee, 

PDDE introduced school councils into monetary resources decisions, thus 

encouraging participation. 

Peroni and Adrião (2007) remark that the school principal plays a central role 

within the decision making process in the school council. Community participation in 

decision making is enhanced in schools where parent-teacher associations were 

previously active. However, even in schools where parents have restricted 

participation in determining budget allocation, they do monitor spending. 

Some problems concerning school council functioning were reported in 

Peroni and Adrião (2007). For instance, there were some cases describing the lack of 

regularity for school council meetings or the inability of parents in understanding 

PDDE details. Nevertheless, they remark that these committee meetings represent the 

only opportunity for parent participation in many schools. 
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1.3  
Data 

 

All information related to the Direct Cash to School Program (PDDE) was 

obtained from the Fundo Nacional de Desenvolvimento da Educação (FNDE - 

National Fund for Educational Development). FNDE is the federal institution 

responsible for transferring federal resources direct to schools. In the data from 

FNDE, there is information about the budget allocated to each school through PDDE 

and also whether there is a school council responsible for managing resources at each 

school. We collected this information for the period 2003-2012. 

In this research, we study different aspects related to the program PDDE 

considering two very different samples of schools. In the second chapter, which 

investigates investment decisions made by the school council, we consider only urban 

schools for which students have taken the test of a national assessment system called 

Prova Brasil. The third chapter aims to understand the effects of having a school 

council to manage resources for schools that have nearly 50 students. These are very 

small schools that are basically rural and do not participate of Prova Brasil 

evaluation. Therefore, in the second chapter we are able to explore very detailed 

information on school infrastructure from Prova Brasil microdata but not in the third 

chapter. 

As previously mentioned, Prova Brasil is a national assessment system that 

biannually applies Math and Portuguese tests to primary students. In addition to the 

tests, Prova Brasil comprises questionnaires to be filled by an interviewer, the school 

principal, teachers, and students. These questionnaires provides very detailed 

information about infrastructure at school and also several other school 

characteristics. For instance, there is information concerning parent involvement at 

school through parent-teacher associations or whether parents organize activities at 

school. In the second chapter, we use this information provided by Prova Brasil and 

we explain in detail the variables that were considered in the analysis. 

In both chapters, we were able to use information available at the School 

Census, which is provided by the Instituto Nacional de Estudos e Pesquisas 
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Educacionais (INEP/ National Institute for Education Research). Annually, this 

institute gathers information from questionnaires filled out by schools. Schools report 

several characteristics related to their infrastructure, teachers and students. It is 

relevant to mention that there was a change in the methodology for collecting the 

School Census. The school used to be the unity of analysis, so that all characteristics 

reported were at the school level. From 2007 on, the student is the unit of analysis. 

Thus, School Census provides specific information for each student, each class and 

each teacher. This methodological change is especially relevant for the analysis in 

chapter three. Previous to the reform, schools could more easily manipulate their 

enrollment in order to receive more resources. The new methodology imposes a 

higher control on the information declared by schools, since each student in the 

system is identified. It is even possible to follow the student even if he changes 

schools. 

Some School Census variables were used in chapter two but it is chapter three 

that relies more on Census information. Because chapter three focuses on smaller 

schools that do not participate of Prova Brasil assessment, infrastructure variables in 

Census are used. Unfortunately, infrastructure information in the Census is less 

informative than at Prova Brasil. Since we consider different samples and different 

variables on chapters two and three, we provide more detailed information at each 

chapter. Also descriptive statistics about each sample is informed when explaining 

variables in the following chapters. 

We also collected information on dropout, failure and pass rates for each 

primary school from the INEP website (www.inep.gov.br). In addition, the School 

Census and Prova Brasil microdata are also available at the INEP website. 

In the third chapter, we also used information about literacy rate among adults 

(over 30 years old) for each municipality in 2010. This data comes from the 

Population Census, which is decennially collected by the Instituto Brasileiro de 

Geografia e Estatística (IBGE/ Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics). 

http://www.inep.gov.br/
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CHAPTER 2  
Does More Autonomous Spending Work? 

 

 
2.1  
Introduction 

 

The objective of this chapter is to examine if additional funding to school 

committee improves school quality. Considering that school committees know better 

local needs and are held accountable for their decisions, the idea is that a resource 

policy in a school autonomy context may enhance the investment in most productive 

school inputs, thus improving school infrastructure and student learning. Other 

channel through which more resources in a school-based management context might 

lead to better school quality is by strengthening school committee role. A more 

empowered community is going to be more participative and active in promoting 

school quality. Therefore, we investigate whether additional funding resulted in 

increased parent participation, better school infrastructure, and also better student 

learning. 

Increasing resources that are under school committee control as a way to 

encourage community participation and improve the effectiveness of resource usage 

is seen as a weak type of school-based management reform by Bruns et al. (2011). 

Despite different designs, this type of reform has been implemented in diverse 

contexts. For instance, Mexico adopted it through the program Apoyo a la Géstion 

Escolar (AGE) and Cambodia, via the Education Quality Improvement Project 

(EQIP). Both programs have positive non-experimental evaluations according to 

Bruns et al. (2011). In addition, experimental interventions have begun to consider 

this type of reform. A randomized evaluation has been done in Mexico by doubling 

AGE funding with some positive preliminary findings on student learning (Bruns et 

al., 2011). Duflo et al. (2012) obtained that randomly providing school councils 

resources to hire teachers in Kenya improved student test scores. On the other hand, 
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in Indonesia, Pradhan et al. (2011) find no effect if additional grant to school 

committee was provided alone in a randomized intervention. 

As pointed by Beasley and Huillery (2012), conflicting empirical evidence on 

actions to empower local community might be consequence of not only different 

policy designs but also local context. They argue that community preferences, ability 

to participate and participation costs are crucial for the success of such policies. 

The Direct Cash to School Program (PDDE) determines that schools must 

have a committee responsible for managing the autonomous resources. Schools that 

achieve their quality target based on student performance receive a 50% increase over 

the resources transferred to school council budget from PDDE. This Brazilian context 

provides a regression discontinuity design that allows us to identify the effect of 

giving more resources to school councils. We examine whether extra funding 

encourages community engagement at school and whether these resources improve 

school infrastructure. Through these channels, extra grant to school council could 

result in better student test scores, which is also investigated. 

Additionally, we also explore how local context interacts with our findings. 

Previous studies have found heterogeneous effects according to local characteristics. 

For instance, Beasley and Huillery (2012) found that a grant to school council 

improved parent engagement especially in communities with higher taste for 

education, higher real authority and low cost of participation. Indeed, the functioning 

of PDDE program has been found to vary in different local contexts according to a 

qualitative research conducted by Peroni and Adrião (2007). They found that, in 

schools where parent-teacher associations were active previous to PDDE, parents 

would have a more important role in deciding resource allocation.   

Taking into account that local characteristics affect the functioning of a 

decentralized system, we study heterogeneous outcomes considering mother´s 

education level and previous community engagement. More educated mothers and 

more engaged parents may indicate that parents care about education and that they 

have the needed abilities to participate in the program. Therefore, we expect more 

resources to produce better outcomes in contexts where mothers are more schooled 

and community more previously engaged. 
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The following section describes the data and reports descriptive statistics. 

After that, we discuss the identification strategy and, then, we present the results 

about the effects of more resources within a school autonomy framework. Finally, we 

discuss and summarize the results of this chapter. 

 

2.2  
Descriptive Statistics 

 

As previously mentioned, information about the Direct Cash to School 

Program was obtained from FNDE, a national institution related to the Ministry of 

Education. Table 2.1 provides a general picture of the transfers provided to schools in 

the period 2008-2009. Our sample is restricted to urban primary schools with quality 

index targets set to 2007 (this implies schools that participated of Prova Brasil 2005 

edition).  

 

2.2.1  
Information on resources managed by schools 

 

As previously mentioned, information about the Direct Cash to School 

Program was obtained from FNDE, a national institution related to the Ministry of 

Education. Table 2.1 provides a general picture of the transfers provided to schools in 

the period 2008-2009. Our sample is restricted to urban primary schools with quality 

index targets set to 2007 (this implies schools that participated of Prova Brasil 2005 

edition).  

For primary schools with 1st cycle students, the average amount received was 

R$14,836 (approximately, U$7,418) during 2008-2009. Among the 19,182 1st cycle 

schools, 14,758 schools achieved their quality index goal in 2007 and received an 

average bonus of R$5,198 (U$2,099). The 2nd cycle schools comprise a group of 

7,920 schools with an autonomous budget of, on average, R$19,192 (U$9,596). 

Among these schools, 6,370 were rewarded with an extra transfer of R$6,702 

(U$3,351) for accomplishing quality target in 2007. 
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Even though the extra amount received by school committees is not that large 

(roughly U$1,000- U$1,600 per year), this resource will probably be used in a 

productive way to improve school quality due to incentives present in a school 

autonomy context. In addition, granting school committees with a reward might 

reinforce school-based management and enhance school community empowerment, 

thus resulting in better educational outcomes. Furthermore, this additional funding is 

comparable to interventions in other countries that had some effect on school quality 

indicators. As examples, we may cite a support of U$500-U$700 for parent 

associations in Mexico (Bruns et al. 2011) and an increase of U$209 to school 

committees in Niger (Beasley and Huillery 2012).  

It is important to mention that the 5,237 schools with students from 1st and 2nd 

cycles are represented in both groups. We must also remark that, amongst these two 

groups of schools, we excluded primary schools with high school students, given that 

the PDDE budget in this period is according to the number of primary students. 

Therefore, we kept only schools for which the autonomous budget is designed for 

their total number of students. This meant a reduction of 13% and 48% in the 1st 

cycle and 2nd cycle samples, respectively. 

 

2.2.2  
School outcomes and school infrastructure characteristics 

 

As student performance, we consider student test scores of Portuguese and 

Math in Prova Brasil at the school level, but also dropout and passing rates. 

To evaluate school infrastructure condition we consider data both from school 

censuses and Prova Brasil´s questionnaires. The advantage of Prova Brasil microdata 

is twofold. First, school infrastructure is described by three different perspectives: 

interviewer, principal and teachers. While the interviewer represents an impartial 

view about the school, the principal and teachers might have a better knowledge of 

school condition. Second, it is described the maintenance status of several 

infrastructure items. Hence, we are able to characterize infrastructure quality (and not 

only infrastructure quantity), which is especially relevant since the autonomous 
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budget is only auxiliary and most of it (80%) is destined for infrastructure 

preservation (only 20% remains for purchasing durable goods). Therefore, we have 

very detailed information for numerous infrastructure items and different points of 

view. 

Both the interviewer and the principal are asked to classify infrastructure 

items in four categories:  nonexistent, or in bad, regular or good conditions. The 

physical infrastructure items present in the interviewer questionnaire are roof, wall, 

floor, building entrance, schoolyard, hallway, classrooms, doors, windows, toilets, 

kitchen, plumbing installations and electrical installations; the equipment items are 

television, parabolic antenna, VHS, copy machine, mimeo, video projector, slide 

projector, printing machine, sound machine and computer; and the literature items are 

textbooks, literature books, magazines, newspapers and comic books. The principal is 

asked to describe sport court, laboratory, amphitheater, music room, and art room  

(physical infrastructure); and also computer for students, internet for students, 

computer for teachers, internet for teachers, computer for administrative staff, 

educative DVDs, leisure DVDs, copy machine, printing machine, slides projector, 

video projector, DVD player, TV, parabolic antenna, and sound machine (equipment 

items). 

Table 2.2 provides an overview of school infrastructure circumstances in 

2007. According to interviewer perspective (Panel A), parabolic antenna, copy 

machine, video and slide projectors are the most missing devices at school; and sound 

machine, mimeo and parabolic antenna are the ones most needing repairs to achieve 

good conditions. Regarding the physical infrastructure, the problem reported by the 

interviewer is more related to maintenance than to nonexistence. There is room for 

quality improvement in all items, but especially on toilets, plumbing and electrical 

installations. For instance, approximately 20% of primary schools have toilets in bad 

conditions. 

The principal perception (Table 2.2, Panel B) corroborates the interviewer 

view that the most absent equipment at school are parabolic antenna, copy machine, 

slides and video projector, but it is also included in the list computer for students and 

teachers. Parabolic antenna, sound machine, and computers for teachers are examples 
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of materials most needing upgrade on the principal opinion. The physical 

infrastructure items described by the principal are very different from the ones in the 

interviewer survey as they are more related to rooms with specific functions such as 

library or music room. Not surprisingly, several schools do not have these items. The 

situation is worse for the 1st cycle schools. Among these, 28% do not have a library 

and 44% do not have a sport court. However, there is also the need for improving the 

existing items if we note that 13% of 1st cycle schools and 18% of 2nd cycle school 

have a sport court in bad conditions. 

Based on this information, we construct a quality index for each infrastructure 

item that assumes the values of zero, 0.33, 0.66 or 1 corresponding to the four 

categories given in the item description. The lowest value corresponds to absence and 

the highest to good functioning.  

Even though, principal and interviewer may have different perspectives when 

evaluating school infrastructure, their view might not be systematically conflicting 

unless there is measurement error. In order to check for measurement errors we may 

investigate correlation among principal and interviewer indicators. Considering 1st 

cycle schools, the correlation indices are 0.66, 0.75, 0.54 and 0.56 for parabolic 

antenna, copy machine, printing machine and sound machine, correspondingly. These 

numbers are similar for 2nd cycle schools (0.62, 0.74, 0.42 and 0.52) and they imply 

that principal and interviewer have compatible views.  

Additionally, the interviewer survey includes questions about the presence of 

damage and graffiti at school. Analyzing Table 2.3 (Panel A), we see that the 

majority of schools have no signals of destruction according to the six questions on 

this issue. For each item asked, we create an index where zero denotes the presence of 

damage/graffiti and one is the lack of these.  

The infrastructure questions for the teachers are different. They are related 

only to school materials and the teachers must declare whether they did not use a 

particular item because the school did not have it. The equipment items considered 

are computer, internet, slide projector and copy machine; and the literature items are 

DVDs, magazines & newspapers, general books, literature books and textbooks. 

Therefore, the infrastructure indices for the teacher reflect simultaneously the 
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existence and the good functioning of certain infrastructure feature at school. Since 

more than one teacher for each school participates in the survey, we aggregate teacher 

answers at the school level so that the indices indicate the proportion of teachers that 

do not declare having shortage of a needed item at school. Hence, as in the previous 

indices, while one has a positive meaning, zero has a negative sense. If a certain item 

has an index of one, this means that all teachers answering the survey declared either 

that they used it or they did not need to use it.  

Table 2.3 (Panel B) shows that, for most items, shortage of items at school did 

not prevent teachers from using it, except for literature books, textbooks, internet and 

computer. On average, 54% of teachers at each 1st cycle primary school declared that 

either used textbooks or not desired to use it, which implies that 46% of teachers at 

school affirmed not using it because of unavailability at school. 

Even though the teacher questionnaire is different from the principal and 

interviewer, we also investigated how correlated are teacher indicators with the 

others. For instance, considering 1st cycle indicators for copy machine, the correlation 

is 0.57 with both principal and interviewer indicators (for 2nd cycle schools, these 

numbers are 0.56 and 0.55). The positive correlation between teacher, principal and 

interviewer indicators suggests that measurement error should be a minor issue. 

In addition to Prova Brasil data, we also used information on infrastructure 

contained in the School Census. We consider the equipment variables reflecting the 

availability or the quantity of that item at school. Table 2.4 reports that most missing 

items at school are parabolic antenna and copy machine. This information is in 

accordance with that previously reported using Prova Brasil. The additional 

information is the number of computers owned. On average, there are 7 and 10 

computers in 1st and 2nd cycle schools and most of computers are for student use. The 

student-computer ratio between computers for students and the number of students is 

very low, approximately 0.015. 

The School Census also provides us with many schools characteristics that we 

consider as controls in our study, such as school region, number of students, 

percentage of teachers with higher education degree, percentage of teacher with 
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postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, student-teacher ratio, and 

percentage of female students.  

From student microdata in Prova Brasil, we construct a simple index to 

indicate student socioeconomic level. Based on student answers indicating which 

assets are present at their household, we sum one if the item is owned and zero 

otherwise. This student index varies from zero to eight since eight items are 

considered (TV, radio, DVD payer, refrigerator, freezer, washing machine, car, 

computer and internet). Then the socioeconomic index is averaged at the school level. 

Table 2.5 presents summary statistics for these variables, which we will analyze in 

the next section. 

Without taking into consideration the computer quantity indicators from 

School Census, there are 71 school infrastructure indices being analyzed. Following 

Kling, Liebman and Katz (2007), we construct aggregate indicators for each domain 

of infrastructure (physical infrastructure, equipment infrastructure and literature) and 

for each survey (interviewer, principal and teachers from Prova Brasil microdata; and 

School Census). Since we are interested in many outcome variables, aggregation 

helps to identify effects in the same direction without arbitrarily picking one positive 

result as the main one. 

The aggregate indicator is the mean of the individual infrastructures indicators 

transformed in z-scores. To become a z-score, each infrastructure indicator was 

subtracted by the sample mean and divided by the sample standard deviation. Hence, 

each aggregate indicator is in terms of standard deviations of the sample.  

We also investigated the correlation between aggregate indicators. The 

correlation indices between the interviewer equipment index with the correspondingly 

principal and teacher indicators are 0.67 and 0.46 for 1st cycle schools, as well as 0.59 

and 0.37 for 2nd cycle schools. Again the positive correlation suggests no problems 

with measurement errors. The correlation between the physical infrastructure 

indicators from principal and interviewer is smaller (indices are 0.17 and 0.26 for 1st 

and 2nd cycles). But this is not a surprise since interviewer questionnaires considers 

overall physical infrastructure (plumbing installations, doors,…) and principal 

questionnaire is about functional facilities (library, sport court,…).  
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2.3  
Empirical Framework 

 
2.3.1  
Identification Strategy and Estimation 

 

According to PDDE rules, schools that achieve their quality index (IDEB) are 

awarded with additional resources to be locally managed. This feature of the program 

provides us a regression discontinuity design to be explored as an opportunity to 

evaluate the effect of more resources in a context of school-based management. By 

comparing schools which barely accomplished their goal with those that almost 

achieved it, it is possible to understand the effects of more autonomous funding. If 

schools are unable to precisely control their target achievement, the idea is that these 

two groups of schools have similar characteristics and, thus, are comparable. 

Consider 𝑍𝑖07as being the school score in 2007 minus the school target set for 

20074. If the school obtained  𝑍𝑖07 ≥ 0, then it received 50% more as additional 

autonomous funding in 2008 and 2009; however, if  𝑍𝑖07 < 0, the school received 

only the conventional autonomous budget. Schools for which  𝑍𝑖07 is close enough to 

the zero threshold should be similar in terms of their observed and unobserved 

characteristics and, therefore, comparable. 

Our paper investigates whether additional autonomous spending is related to 

better school outcomes. Since the treatment is the amount of resources received by 

the school council, which is a continuous variable, we run a fuzzy regression 

discontinuity model (Lee and Lemieux, 2010) for schools´ outcomes:  

 

𝑌𝑖09 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑃𝐷𝐷𝐸𝑖08−09 + 𝑓�𝑍𝑖07� + 𝜀𝑖              (2.1) 

 

Where 𝑌𝑖09 is the school i´s outcome in 2009;  𝑃𝐷𝐷𝐸𝑖08−09 is the school i´s 

PDDE transfer received in 2008 and 2009; and 𝑓�𝑍𝑖07� is a continuous function of the 

                                                           
4 The forcing variable is the IDEB score minus IDEB target minus 0.05 because of rounding reasons. 
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forcing variable of school i. The dummy variable 𝐷𝑖 = 𝐼[𝑍𝑖07 ≥ 0]  is used as an 

instrument for the endogenous variable𝑃𝐷𝐷𝐸𝑖08−09.  

Because there are different targets set for the first and the second primary 

schools, this regression is run separately for each cycle.  

In order to reduce bias, it is important to choose a polynomial function that 

approximates 𝑓(. ) to the real one the closest possible. As suggested by Lee and 

Lemieux (2010), we tried different polynomials orders to check whether results are 

dependent on the choice of 𝑓(. ). We also consider local linear regression for different 

bandwidths to verify the robustness of the results. Our option was to use rectangular 

kernel in the local estimations, and we used the optimal bandwidth proposed by 

Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012), which is our preferred specification. 

This approach has also some drawbacks. Besides receiving more funding, 

accomplishing quality target might mean other changes in school dynamics. For 

instance, at schools that almost achieved their goals, principals may get motivated 

and adopt actions to improve school quality in order to succeed next time. Thus, the 

effect of more resources for schools that accomplished their target would not become 

visible. Another caveat is that schools that succeed to achieve their target might 

attract students from families with a stronger taste for education. This would inflate 

the estimated of extra resources since this families would be more efficient on 

resource allocation at school. We further address these issues and investigate whether 

these confounding are operating. 

 

2.3.2  
RDD Validity 

 

It is a concern the fact that schools may manipulate their target achievement. 

Since the quality index is composed of pass rate and test score, we may argue that 

schools do not have incentive to boost pass rate because bad students would lower 

test scores. In addition, holding back bad students so that they do not take exams 

would decrease pass rates. The fraction of schools that achieved their quality target 

was large: 77% amongst the first cycle schools and 80% in the 2nd cycle schools. To 
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assess whether schools are really unable to manipulate their quality scores and 

precisely determine their target attainment, we look for a discontinuity at the cutoff 

on the density of the forcing variable. The presence of a discontinuity around the 

threshold of the forcing variable is an indication of precise control of the target 

accomplishment. For instance, if schools could control their quality indices and 

determine whether they achieve their target, then the density of the forcing variable 

would be very low just below the cutoff and very high just above the cutoff. 

Nonetheless, this discontinuity does not appear in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 that plot the 

density of the forcing variables. 

Another way of testing whether there is sorting of schools at the cutoff is to 

verify that baseline characteristics are similar. If achieving or not quality target was 

essentially random among schools close to the cutoff, then their characteristics should 

be balanced. One might be worried that schools which achieve their target have 

different characteristics than those that failed to accomplish it. For instance, 

successful schools may be those with previous best quality or those with easiest 

targets. In addition, because small schools are more subject to error measures, they 

won´t be able to achieve their 2007 target if they scored high in 2005 by error. 

Nonetheless, having different characteristics is not a problem as long as schools 

around the cutoff have similar characteristics. 

Table 2.5 presents evidence that the closer the schools are to the cutoff, the 

more similar they are. Previous school quality measured by 2005 IDEB and the effort 

required for school to achieve 2007 IDEB target (measured as (target2007-

IDEB2005)/IDEB2005) are not different for schools near the cutoff. Moreover, several 

schools characteristics are considered, such as teacher education, teacher-student 

ratio, student socioeconomic level, number of students, presence of an experienced 

principal (with more than 5 years’ experience of management), better educated 

mothers (more than 50% of mothers have at least complete primary education) and 

higher community engagement (Parent Teacher Association with more than 3 

meetings a year and community organizing activities at school). Overall, schools 

close to the cutoff are comparable. 
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In general, 1st cycle schools around the cutoff scored 3.9 in 2005 IDEB (which 

varies from zero to ten), and they had to improve their score in at least 2% in order to 

achieve their 2007 target. Almost 80% of these schools are under municipal control 

and they have, on average, 550 pupils and 71% of their teachers with higher 

education degree. The 2005 IDEB for 2nd cycle schools close to the cutoff is 3.4 and 

their minimum effort required to achieve 2007 target was, on average, 1.2%. Less 

than 70% of these schools are controlled by municipal secretariats, their size is 

around 730 students and more than 80% of their teachers have completed higher 

education. 

Before proceeding with the outcome analysis, it is important to verify whether 

the rule is being respected and schools that achieve their quality index receive more 

funding. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the distribution of the grant provided by the 

Dinheiro Direto na Escola Program. It is possible to note that there is a discontinuity 

in the distribution of the school autonomous budget at the cutoff value of the forcing 

variable in both graphs. Therefore, reaching IDEB target in 2007 implies a 

discontinuous increase of PDDE transfers for the period 2008-2009. This same 

pattern is also obtained in the regression results reported in Table 2.6. Considering 

different specifications, the estimates indicate that the accomplishment of the 2007´s 

quality target implied an increase higher than R$4,000 ($2,000) and R$3,300 

(U$1,650) for 1st cycle and 2nd cycle schools, correspondingly, during the period 

2008-09. 

 

2.4  
Results  

 

Here we present the estimated effect of increasing autonomous budget on 

schooling outcomes5. Initially we discuss results for the final objective which is 

student learning. Then we discuss the possible mechanisms through which more 

resources might operate. These channels are higher parent participation and better 

school infrastructure. More resources to school committee might motivate or 

                                                           
5 In our specifications we considered the total transfers received in 2008-2009 divided by 104. 
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empower parents to be more engaged at school, thus affecting school quality and 

student achievement. Additionally, extra funding to community management may 

translate into more productive school inputs, enhancing infrastructure and student 

accomplishment. After that, we consider some robustness checks to our identification 

strategy, followed by an investigation of heterogeneous effects due to local 

characteristics. 

Our tables present results for quadratic and cubic specifications using all 

sample and also local linear regression (rectangular kernel) for the 0.50 bandwidth 

around the cutoff and for the optimal bandwidth proposed by Imbens and 

Kalyanaraman (2012) (From now on, I-K bandwidth). We opted to show the results 

controlling for schools characteristic variables, which reduce the estimated variance 

without changing the outcomes. The variables included were regional dummies, 

number of students, municipal status, percentage of teachers with higher education 

degree, percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female 

teachers, percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student 

socioeconomic index.  

 

2.4.1  
Effect on student performance 

 

Considering that school community is interested in improving learning and 

knows school needs better, we expect this extra funding to be allocated in a 

productive way with potential to enhance student performance. In addition, extra 

resources could encourage parent participation at school with positive influence on 

student learning. Nevertheless, Table 2.7 shows that more autonomous resource in 

2008-2009 had no significant effect on student performance in 2009, measured as test 

scores, passing rate and dropout rate. 

This finding could be explained if extra resources do not enhance parent 

participation at school or do not result on better school infrastructure. Nonetheless, it 

could be that parent engagement at school and infrastructure do not so easily or so 

fast translate into learning improvements. Therefore, local decision makers could be 
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employing resources in a productive way without immediate impact on achievement. 

However, even with a school council managing resources, it is also possible that 

autonomous resources are being captured locally without enhancing school 

infrastructure and learning materials. Some local characteristics might favor the use 

of resources to benefit school quality and student learning.  

Next, we investigate if extra resources encouraged parent participation at 

school as well as the allocation of these resources. We also look for heterogeneous 

effects in different local settings.  

 

2.4.2  
Effect on community participation at school 

 

Firstly, we investigate whether an increase of resources managed by the 

school committee encouraged community participation at school in different ways. 

More resources under school council control could mean more empowerment to 

parents. They might be encouraged to participate in other dimensions at school.  

Several aspects were considered: active Parent Teacher Association (which is 

the one with more than 3 meetings a year); more than 3 parent-teacher meetings a 

year; community support to principal; community working for school maintenance; 

and community organized activities, events or aid campaigns. Nevertheless, no 

evidence is found, as seen in Table 2.8, that school community became more 

participative. This constitutes evidence that extra resources under school council 

control do not translate into more community participation at school. Therefore, one 

of the mechanisms through which more autonomous resources could affect student 

performance is not operating. Then, we investigate whether increasing local managed 

budget enhance school infrastructure. 
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2.4.3  

Effect on infrastructure 

 

Before investigating infrastructure improvements, we will consider how extra 

resources affected principal and teachers perceptions of budget.  In Table 2.9, we see 

that teachers in the 1st cycle schools felt an improvement on the monetary resources 

availability (an increase of R$10,000 implied an improvement of approximately 0.3 

s.d. on teacher perception). But, for 2nd cycle schools, it is not found a significant 

effect robust to different specifications. 

We expect the extra resources to improve school infrastructure and materials 

and we investigate how school community allocated the additional funding. Table 

2.10 reports the effects on aggregate indices of infrastructure quality, for both cycles 

of primary education.  

Initially, we consider the results for the 1st cycle schools. There is some 

evidence of upgrading on equipment, according to the interviewer and teachers 

perspectives (Panels A and C). Considering the interviewer view and the I-K 

bandwidth specification (Panel A, column 5), an increase of one standard deviation 

on the autonomous budget (approximately R$7,700, according to Table 2.1) would 

lead to an improvement of 0.09 standard deviation on the equipment index, which is a 

small effect. However, no change is suggested on the equipment quality by the census 

variables (Panel D) and the significant effect on the equipment index according to the 

principal view is not robust to all specifications. 

Surprisingly, the interviewer perspective suggests a significant negative 

change on the physical infrastructure quality (Panel A), but the magnitude is not large 

(one standard deviation upgrade in the autonomous budget would decrease 0.15 

standard deviation in the physical infrastructure item (Panel A, column 5).  

No significant effects were found on the literature indices (Panels A and C) 

nor on the existence of damage/graffiti at school (Panel A). In terms of computer 

quantity, no significant effect was found (Panel D). 

Since we have many infrastructure variables; the use of aggregate indices is 

helpful to identify general impacts without electing few results as the main ones. 
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Nonetheless, we are also interested in knowing more precisely which infrastructure 

items are driving the results. Therefore, we also present results individually for 

infrastructure items. Table 2.11 present some results for the individual indices 

transformed in z-scores (the remaining items are reported in Table A.2.1, in the 

Appendix). 

In Table 2.11, Panel A, we present the individual infrastructure items 

according to the interviewer survey. The negative change we previously observed on 

the physical infrastructure index of the 1st cycle schools is being driven by variations 

on the roof, toilets and plumbing installations. The improvement on the equipment 

index is coming from significant effect on the computer quality. 

Panel B (Table 2.11) reports results according to the principal perspective. For 

the 1st cycle schools, there are significant upgrades on the teacher and staff computers 

and the teacher internet, but no significant effect is found on student computers and 

internet. There is an improvement of almost 0.2 s.d. in the computers for teachers and 

0.24 s.d. in the internet for teachers if the autonomous budget is increased by one s.d. 

(I-K bandwidth specification). Panel C (Table 2.11) shows that the teacher opinion 

and the principal view converge. Teachers also consider that their internet and 

computer presented significant improvements (though the positive effect on computer 

is not robust for I-K bandwidth). 

In sum, our findings constitute evidence that the 1st cycle schools with 

additional resources chose to invest mostly on equipment quality, especially on 

computers and internet for teachers. This result is in accordance with the previous 

finding that teacher felt an improvement on the availability of monetary resources 

(Table 2.9).  

Considering 2nd cycle schools, there are no significant effects on the aggregate 

infrastructure indices (Table 2.10). Analyzing the individual indices, it is observed 

only a significant positive effect on parabolic antenna quality according to the 

interviewer view (Table 2.11, Panel A). Therefore, the additional resources do not 

seem to be as productive in the 2nd cycle schools as they are on the 1st cycle schools. 
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2.4.4  
Robustness checks 

 

In order to corroborate the previous outcomes, we should find no effect on 

pre-treatment outcome variables. As a falsification test, Table 2.12 reports the results 

for 2007´s infrastructure indicators. Except for a few coefficients that were 

significant, no robust effect is found in Table 2.9, as expected.  

One caveat is related to the fact that achieving or not IDEB target could be a 

school feature affecting school student composition. Student sorting among schools 

could be driven by school performance on target accomplishment if this attribute 

attracts student with certain characteristics. For instance, students more concerned 

about school quality could prefer schools that achieved their target. Nonetheless, if 

education preferences and socioeconomic level are positively correlated and if there 

is self-selection, then we expect to see that student socioeconomic level in 2009 

change discontinuously at the cutoff of the running variable. One possible way to 

investigate if sorting is happening is to evaluate whether there is some effect of the 

additional resources on student characteristics. Yet Table 2.13 reports no impact on 

student socioeconomic level in 2009. This indicates that student socioeconomic level 

is similar for schools close to the cutoff; so it seems that student sorting is not an 

issue.  

Another possible threat is that achieving or not the quality target could change 

the school motivation so that schools would adopt different strategies depending on 

its target attainment. Schools closer to their target could be more motivated to achieve 

their next target and invest more on infrastructure and other dimensions. Actually, 

even states and municipalities concerned about achieving their IDEB targets could be 

interested in investing more on schools that did not achieve their quality threshold, 

especially those that were closer to it. These investments made by these federal 

entities and by school themselves could confound the identification of the effect of 

additional autonomous funding received by schools that achieved their quality target.  

On the other hand, there is no reason to think that these “confounding” 

investments would be restricted to infrastructure. For instance, more teachers with 
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higher qualification could be hired. Therefore, a discontinuity on these teacher 

characteristics in 2009 at the threshold implies that these “confounding” effects are 

operating. In order to test this hypothesis, we investigate whether the additional 

resources had impact on student-teacher ratio or teachers characteristics. Since the 

PDDE funding is not allowed to be spent with wages or teacher training, there should 

be no impact on these variables. Therefore, if there are significant changes on these 

variables, it would be implied that other “confounding” effects exist. However, Table 

2.13 presents no robust significant change of student-teacher ratio or percentage of 

teachers with higher education degree.  

 

2.4.5  
Do different local settings matter?  Mother education and previous 
community engagement 

 

As previously discussed, school-based managements reforms outcomes might 

depend on the characteristics of local community. The additional funding provided to 

school committees might have diverse effects depending on the local contexts. 

Therefore, we will investigate the effects of extra resources, locally managed, in 

different local settings by considering the local characteristics in the pre-treatment 

period (2007). And as we can see in Table 2.5, these local institutional features do not 

discontinuously change at the cutoff. 

To take into account local community human capital, we consider schools 

where more than 50% of the mothers have at least complete primary education. These 

characteristics might represent local community ability to manage resources and also 

to have real authority. 

To explore parent engagement at school, we study separately schools where 

parent teacher association (PTA) holds meetings at least three times a year and where 

parents organize community activities at school. We consider that these local 

characteristics favor accountability and might benefit other school autonomy reforms. 
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Therefore, our hypothesis is that the extra funding would promote more 

improvements in schools where local community has more human capital or in 

schools with an active PTA. 

Table 2.14 reports differentiated effects according to the mother level of 

education in 1st cycle primary schools. More educated mothers promote more benefits 

for equipment quality, according to the interviewer, principal and teacher view 

(Panels A, B and C). In addition, schools where more than 50% of the mothers have 

the complete primary education, extra resources also increase the number of student 

computers as reported in the School Census (Panel D).  Increasing local budget by 

one standard deviation (R$7,700) results in an upgrade of 0.1 s.d. in equipment 

quality (Panel A, column 9) and an increase of 2 computers for student use (Panel D, 

column 9).  

When we consider the effects on the detailed items (Table 2.16), we note that 

the interviewer reports a significant positive effect on TV and computer quality. An 

improvement of 0.24 s.d. on computer quality is observed under a scenario of 

increasing one s.d. of school committee budget (Panel A, column 9). According to the 

principal opinion (Panel B), there is a significant effect on teacher computers and 

internet but not on student computers. 

In sum, the results suggest that the 1st cycle primary schools where mothers 

are more educated experience higher levels of improvement on equipment quality 

than school with less educated mothers. More specifically, these schools seem to use 

resources towards not only teacher computers and internet but also student 

computers. 

Regarding 2nd cycle schools, there is no significant improvement on 

infrastructure quality neither on schools with less educated mothers nor on those with 

less educated mothers (Table 2.15). Once again, this is some evidence that extra 

resources are not as productive on these schools as on 1st cycle schools. 

The effect of additional locally managed resources on school infrastructure, 

according to community engagement, is reported in Table 2.17. In the 1st cycle 

schools, a rise of one s.d. of school committee budget increases physical 

infrastructure quality by 0.14 s.d., according to principal perception (Table 2.17, 
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Panel B, column 9), and adds 2,28 computers for student use (Table 2.17, Panel D, 

column 9) in the schools where community is more participative. Regarding schools 

where community is less participative, we see that teachers report a significant 

improvement on the equipment they use. 

In Table 2.19, we see that principals of schools with a less engaged 

community report a significant enhancement of computers and internet for teachers. 

The findings of Table 2.17 and 2.19 indicate that if local community is more present 

at school, then local resources are invested for student use; if the opposite is true, 

local resources are allocated for teachers use. 

Contrary to the effects on the 1st cycle schools, we observe no significant 

improvement on infrastructure quality of 2nd cycle schools even considering if school 

community is more or less engaged (Table 2.18). It seem that 2nd cycle school 

dynamics are very different from 1st cycle.  

We also examined whether these local characteristics affect the previous 

findings obtained for student performance. However, local context do not change the 

null result. Results are reported in Tables A.2.2 and A.2.3 on the appendix. 

 

2.5  
Discussion  

 

In this chapter, we investigate whether an increase of resources controlled by 

local community resulted in better education quality. Despite not being a very large 

amount, more resources could contribute to empower community and encourage 

parent participation in other school aspects. In addition, these resources had the 

potential to be allocated in a very productive way due to incentives present in this 

decentralized context. 

Our results suggest no increase on parent level of participation at school. In 

addition, no effects were found on student performance, considered as test scores and 

pass/dropout rates. We then investigated how resources were allocated. A marginal 

increase in the equipment index was found, but not on the physical infrastructure 

index. By disaggregating the indices, there was some evidence of investment on 
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computers (especially teacher computers on the principal perspective). Since we are 

using very detailed information on physical infrastructure as well as on equipment 

quality, these findings suggest that school council prefer to spend on equipment 

rather than physical infrastructure. Nonetheless, the option for equipment may imply 

upgrading on goods that do not directly benefit students. For instance, computers for 

teachers may affect students depending on how teachers use it. 

We also investigated whether local characteristics modify the effects of 

increasing funding under school council control. Mother education and previous 

community engagement were the local characteristics considered in this analysis. 

Schools where mothers are more educated had more significant improvement on 

equipment quality than schools with less educated mothers. In addition, these schools 

had improvements not only on computers for teachers but also on computers for 

students. 

The results for schools with previous more community engagement were also 

different from the ones for school where this engagement was modest. In the first 

group of schools, there was a slight improvement on physical infrastructure (principal 

opinion) and an increase on computers for students, while the second group 

experienced an enhancement on computers for teachers.  

These findings suggest that better educated mothers and an engaged 

community might influence the use of resources towards direct benefit of students. In 

these contexts, investments were made on infrastructure quality with a direct impact 

on student welfare (since computers for student or physical infrastructure directly 

benefit students).  

Therefore, we found evidence that local settings might influence outcomes in 

a decentralized context. More educated and engaged community might change 

outcomes both quantitatively and qualitatively. Not only positive outcomes may be 

enhanced, but also these outcomes might represent a more direct welfare increase for 

this community.  

 In any case, we found no heterogeneous effects on student performance, 

considering local characteristics. That is, even when funding directly benefit students, 

student performance did not improve.  
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We must note that these results are mainly for 1st cycle primary schools. 

Overall, no systematic or sizeable effect was obtained for 2nd cycle schools. It seems 

that 2nd cycle schools have different dynamics compared to 1st cycle ones. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Distribution of the forcing variables 
 

Notes: The scatter plots represent the density of the forcing variables for 1st cycle (Panel A) and 2nd 
cycle (Panel B) schools. The forcing variable correspond to the difference between the quality index 
achieved in 2007 and the target established by the National Government. The vertical line is on the 
zero value. It was considered a bin size of 0.015. 
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Figure 2.2: Total autonomous budget, 2008-09 

Notes: The scatter plots in Panel A and B depicts the relationship between the total amount received by 
schools from the Brazilian school autonomy program (PDDE) in 2008-09 and the forcing variables for 
both primary cycles. The forcing variable correspond to the difference between the quality index 
achieved in 2007 and the target established by the National Government.  The vertical line is on the 
zero value of the forcing variable. It was considered a bin size of 0.015. 

 

Table 2.1: 2008-2009 PDDE transfers (primary urban schools) 

 

Notes: This table reports descriptive statistics on the total transfers provided by PDDE (the Brazilian school autonomy program) 
during 2008-2009 period. 
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Table 2.2: Infrastructure according to interviewer and principal surveys, 2007 

 

Notes: This table reports descriptive statistics on the infrastructure variables as reported by interviewers and principals on 2007 
Prova Brazil microdata. 
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Table 2.3: Infrastructure according to principal and teacher surveys, 2007 
 

 

Notes: This table reports descriptive statistics on the infrastructure variables as reported by interviewers and teachers on 2007 
Prova Brazil microdata. The interviewers described whether there is ot not that feature at school whereas the teachers declared 
whether each item was available for them to use at school. 

 
Table 2.4: Infrastructure characteristics on School Census, 2007 
 

 
Notes: This table reports descriptive statistics on infrastructure variables from 2007 School Census. 
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Table 2.5: School Characteristics (2007) 
 

 
Notes: This table reports descriptive statistics on several school characteristics considering all sample but also subsamples 
around the zero value of the forcing variable for both primary cycles. 
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Table 2.5: School Characteristics (2007) (continued) 
 

 
Notes: This table reports descriptive statistics on several school characteristics considering all sample but also subsamples 
around the zero value of the forcing variable for both primary cycles. 
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Table 2.6: Effect of achieving target on autonomous budget (First-stage results) 

 
Notes: This table reports OLS estimates of the effect of achieving quality target in 2007 on total autonomous budget for 2008-09 
period. The variable 1{z>0} indicates that the school accomplished the target. Regressions include as controls: regional 
dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with 
postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student 
socioeconomic index. 
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Table 2.7: Effect on student performance, 2009 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on academic achievement variables. Columns (1) and 
(7) present OLS while the others present results considering RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (2) and (8), quadratic 
specifications are on columns (3) and (9), and cubic specifications results are in columns (4) and (10). Local linear regressions 
were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (5) and (11)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth 
(columns (6) and (12)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of 
teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, 
percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. 
*, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.8: Effect on community participation at school, 2009 

 

Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on community participation outcomes. Columns (1) 
and (7) present OLS while the others present results considering RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (2) and (8), 
quadratic specifications are on columns (3) and (9), and cubic specifications results are in columns (4) and (10). Local linear 
regressions were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (5) and (11)) and also a 0.5 
bandwidth (columns (6) and (12)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, 
percentage of teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female 
teachers, percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in 
parenthesis. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.9: Effect on budget perceptions, 2009 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on budget perceprion variables. Columns (1) and (7) 
present OLS while the others present results considering RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (2) and (8), quadratic 
specifications are on columns (3) and (9), and cubic specifications results are in columns (4) and (10). Local linear regressions 
were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (5) and (11)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth 
(columns (6) and (12)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of 
teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, 
percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. 
*, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.10: Effect on aggregate infrastructure indices, 2009 

 

Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on aggregate infrastructure indices. Columns (1) and 
(7) present OLS while the others present results considering RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (2) and (8), quadratic 
specifications are on columns (3) and (9), and cubic specifications results are in columns (4) and (10). Local linear regressions 
were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (5) and (11)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth 
(columns (6) and (12)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of 
teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, 
percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. 
*, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.11: Effect on disaggregate infrastructure indices, 2009 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on detailed infrastructure indices. The estimates 
considers RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic specifications are on columns (2) and (7), and 
cubic specifications results are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman 
(2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth (columns (5) and (10)). Regressions include as 
controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of teacher with higher education degree, 
percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, percentage of female students, student-teacher 
ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% 
and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.11: Effect on disaggregate infrastructure indices, 2009 (continued) 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on detailed infrastructure indices. The estimates 
considers RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic specifications are on columns (2) and (7), and 
cubic specifications results are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman 
(2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth (columns (5) and (10)). Regressions include as 
controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of teacher with higher education degree, 
percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, percentage of female students, student-teacher 
ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% 
and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.12: Effect on aggregate infrastructure indices, 2007 
 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on pre-treatment aggregate infrastructure indices 
(2007). The estimates considers RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic specifications are on 
columns (2) and (7), and cubic specifications results are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions were estimated with 
Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth (columns (5) and (10)). 
Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of teacher with higher 
education degree, percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, percentage of female students, 
student-teacher ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *, **, *** indicate significance 
at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.13: Effect on student and teacher characteristics, 2009 

 
 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on 2009 teacher and student characteristics. The 
estimates considers RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic specifications are on columns (2) and 
(7), and cubic specifications results are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions were estimated with Imbens and 
Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth (columns (5) and (10)). Regressions 
include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of teacher with higher education degree, 
percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, percentage of female students, student-teacher 
ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% 
and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.14: Effect on aggregate infrastructure indices by mother´s education, 1st cycle 
schools 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on 2009 aggregate infrastructure indices for 1st cycle 
schools  according to mother education. A school with more educated mothers have more than 50% of the mothers with al least 
complete primary cycle. The estimates considers RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic 
specifications are on columns (2) and (7), and cubic specifications results are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions 
were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth 
(columns (5) and (10)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of 
teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, 
percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. 
*, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.15: Effect on aggregate infrastructure indices by mother´s education, 2nd 
cycle schools 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on 2009 aggregate infrastructure indices for 2nd 
cycle schools  according to mother education. A school with more educated mothers have more than 50% of the mothers with al 
least complete primary cycle. The estimates considers RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic 
specifications are on columns (2) and (7), and cubic specifications results are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions 
were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth 
(columns (5) and (10)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of 
teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, 
percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. 
*, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.16: Effect on detailed infrastructure indices by mother´s education, 1st cycle 
schools 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on 2009 detailed infrastructure indices for 1st cycle 
schools  according to mother education. A school with more educated mothers have more than 50% of the mothers with al least 
complete primary cycle. The estimates considers RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic 
specifications are on columns (2) and (7), and cubic specifications results are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions 
were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth 
(columns (5) and (10)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of 
teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, 
percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. 
*, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.16: Effect on detailed infrastructure indices by mother´s education, 1st cycle 
schools (continued) 
 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on 2009 detailed infrastructure indices for 1st cycle 
schools  according to mother education. A school with more educated mothers have more than 50% of the mothers with al least 
complete primary cycle. The estimates considers RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic 
specifications are on columns (2) and (7), and cubic specifications results are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions 
were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth 
(columns (5) and (10)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of 
teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, 
percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. 
*, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.17: Effect on aggregate infrastructure indices by community engagement, 1st 
cycle schools 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on 2009 aggregate infrastructure indices for 1st cycle 
schools according to community engagement. Schools where PTA meetings happen at least 3 times a year and parents organize 
community activities are defined as schools with a more engaged community. The estimates considers RDD. Linear 
specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic specifications are on columns (2) and (7), and cubic specifications results 
are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth 
(columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth (columns (5) and (10)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, 
number of students, municipal status, percentage of teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with 
postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student 
socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.18: Effect on aggregate infrastructure indices by community engagement, 2nd 
cycle schools 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on 2009 aggregate infrastructure indices for 2nd 
cycle schools according to community engagement. Schools where PTA meetings happen at least 3 times a year and parents 
organize community activities are defined as schools with a more engaged community. The estimates considers RDD. Linear 
specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic specifications are on columns (2) and (7), and cubic specifications results 
are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth 
(columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth (columns (5) and (10)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, 
number of students, municipal status, percentage of teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with 
postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student 
socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.19: Effect on detailed infrastructure items by community engagement, 1st cycle 
schools 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on 2009 detailed infrastructure indices for 1st cycle 
schools according to community engagement. Schools where PTA meetings happen at least 3 times a year and parents organize 
community activities are defined as schools with a more engaged community. The estimates considers RDD. Linear 
specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic specifications are on columns (2) and (7), and cubic specifications results 
are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth 
(columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth (columns (5) and (10)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, 
number of students, municipal status, percentage of teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with 
postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student 
socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 2.19: Effect on detailed infrastructure items by community engagement, 1st cycle 
schools (continued) 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on 2009 detailed infrastructure indices for 1st cycle 
schools according to community engagement. Schools where PTA meetings happen at least 3 times a year and parents organize 
community activities are defined as schools with a more engaged community. The estimates considers RDD. Linear 
specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic specifications are on columns (2) and (7), and cubic specifications results 
are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth 
(columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth (columns (5) and (10)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, 
number of students, municipal status, percentage of teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with 
postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student 
socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table A.2.1: Effect on disaggregate infrastructure indices, 2009 
 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on detailed infrastructure indices that are were not 
reported on Table 11. The estimates considers RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic specifications 
are on columns (2) and (7), and cubic specifications results are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions were estimated 
with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth (columns (5) and 
(10)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of teacher with 
higher education degree, percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, percentage of female 
students, student-teacher ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *, **, *** indicate 
significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table A.2.1: Effect on disaggregate infrastructure indices, 2009 (continued) 
 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on detailed infrastructure indices that are were not 
reported on Table 11. The estimates considers RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic specifications 
are on columns (2) and (7), and cubic specifications results are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions were estimated 
with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth (columns (5) and 
(10)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of teacher with 
higher education degree, percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, percentage of female 
students, student-teacher ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *, **, *** indicate 
significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table A.2.2: Effect on 2009 student performance by mother education 
 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on 2009 academic performance according to mother education. A school with more educated mothers have more than 50% 
of the mothers with al least complete primary cycle. The estimates considers RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), quadratic specifications are on columns (2) and (7), and cubic 
specifications results are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal bandwidth (columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth 
(columns (5) and (10)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of teacher with higher education degree, percentage of teachers with 
postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. *, **, *** indicate 
significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table A.2.3: Effect on 2009 student performance by community engagement 

 
Notes: This table reports the effects of extra resources to school committee on 2009 academic performance variables according to community engagement. Schools where PTA meetings happen at least 
3 times a year and parents organize community activities are defined as schools with a more engaged community. The estimates considers RDD. Linear specifications are on comlumns (1) and (6), 
quadratic specifications are on columns (2) and (7), and cubic specifications results are in columns (3) and (8). Local linear regressions were estimated with Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2009) optimal 
bandwidth (columns (4) and (9)) and also a 0.5 bandwidth (columns (5) and (10)). Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, number of students, municipal status, percentage of teacher with 
higher education degree, percentage of teachers with postgraduate degree, percentage of female teachers, percentage of female students, student-teacher ratio and student socioeconomic index. Robust 
standard errors are in parenthesis. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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CHAPTER 3  
School Council Resource Management and School Quality 
 

 

3.1  
Introduction 

 

This chapter investigates whether introducing a school council to manage 

autonomous resources improve school quality. As previously described, schools 

with more than 50 students must establish a school council responsible for PDDE 

resources but smaller schools do not face this obligation. Schools without council 

receive their PDDE funding through either state or municipal educational 

secretariat according to their status (public schools may either be controlled by 

state or municipality). The school principal should inform the local government 

about the school priorities in order to guide resource allocation. In contrast, 

schools with council receive funding straight from the federal government and 

community members are directly responsible for resource administration in those 

schools. 

Comparison among schools with a school council and those without it 

implies an assessment between two types of decentralization. In schools where 

budget management is assigned to a community committee, resources are being 

delivered straight to local beneficiaries. In this situation, all levels of bureaucracy 

are being bypassed. This is a strong form of decentralization and the rationality 

for it is that local community has better knowledge of their actual needs and that 

the decision process is going to be less bureaucratic and less corrupted. In 

addition, school council empowerment may increase parental engagement in 

school life. 

Nonetheless, these mechanisms are not likely to operate in any context. 

Our focus is on schools with size near 50 pupils, and this implies essentially rural 

schools. As argued by Platteau (2008), beneficiaries in real world rural 

communities may have weak bargaining power due to specific characteristics such 

as hierarchical and asymmetric relations. Also, low technical skills might be a 

constraint for participatory project effectiveness. Even so, some school autonomy 
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reforms in rural contexts have produced positive results. For instance, EDUCO 

program in El Salvador have largely increased enrollment in rural poor areas and 

schools from this program where found to have better classroom environment and 

less teacher absenteeism (Bruns et al. 2011). In Kenya, an intervention that 

delivered resources for parent-teacher associations to hire local teachers had 

positive effects on student scores, particularly if PTA members were trained 

(Duflo et al. 2012). 

In the Brazilian context, the introduction of parent participation through 

school council budget management might have the effect of actually increasing 

resources that reach schools as a result of less embezzlement of school resources 

by local bureaucrats. Indeed, Peroni and Adrião (2007) report parent monitoring 

over PDDE´s expenditure even in schools where parents do not play a central role 

in deciding budget allocation. Therefore, the introduction of parents in resource 

management may prevent misuse even if their participation in decision making is 

limited. In addition, the empowerment of school council might improve 

community engagement at school, thus increasing parental contribution and 

demand towards a better school.  

These channels may not work if local elite controls the school council 

decisions and either drive away resources from school or direct resources to 

investments according to their preferences instead of real community needs. In 

addition, local community might lack the technical skills required for participation 

effectiveness. Therefore, to understand whether the school council management 

improves school quality is a matter of empirical research. 

It is also important to investigate how local characteristics are related to 

program functioning. As described by Peroni and Adrião (2007), schools with 

previously engaged parents had a higher community participation in the decision 

process of PDDE´s resource allocation. Unfortunately, there is no measure for 

previous parent involvement for schools analyzed in this chapter, but we consider 

a measure for parent education. More skilled parents might not only be more 

participative at school, but they may also be more prepared to understand program 

rules and more responsive to program incentives. Therefore, we investigate 

whether the introduction of school council management is more prosperous in a 

more schooled community as expected.   
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In section 3.2, we describe the data and variables used in this study. 

Section 3.3 exposes the identification strategy and the estimation method. Then, 

section 3.4 present the results and section 3.5 discuss them.  

 

3.2  
Descriptive Statistics 

 

In order to understand the consequences of resource management by 

community, we used information collected from FNDE (National Fund for 

Educational Development), which is responsible for operating the Direct Cash to 

School Program (PDDE). The data provided allow us to identify, besides the 

amount transferred to each school, which schools have a school committee 

(known as Unidade Executora) to manage autonomous resources. 

Since we focus on comparing schools with or without a school committee, 

our analysis is narrowed to schools with 20-80 students. The infrastructure 

characteristics of these schools were obtained from the School Census, and the 

dropout, failure and pass rates were taken from the INEP website. 

With the information provided by the School Census, we are able to know 

which physical infrastructure or equipment items are present at school. A variety 

of equipment is available on the survey such as TV, DVD player, printing 

machine, student computers. In terms of physical infrastructure, there is 

information on the existence of items such as principal office, library (or reading 

room), computer laboratory and the number of classrooms. 

Table 3.1 informs 2007´s general characteristics for schools with 20 to 80 

students that receive funding from the PDDE. These schools have an average 

budget of R$1,209 (approximately, U$604), and nearly half of them constitute a 

school committee to manage this funding. They are essentially rural and under 

municipal control. In addition, these schools are over-represented in Northeast 

region and they have extremely poor conditions in terms of human and physical 

resources. For instance, only circa 30% of teachers in these schools have a higher 

education diploma, less than 10% of them have a library, and nearly 11% have 

computers. On average, the dropout, failure and pass rate are 6.5%, 17.5% and 

76% correspondingly. 
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As in the previous chapter, we follow Kling, Liebman and Katz (2007) to 

aggregate infrastructure variables in two indicators: physical infrastructure and 

equipment. Aggregation is interesting to identify effects in the same direction 

instead of subjectively choosing individual results as the main ones.  

 

3.3  
Empirical Framework 
 
3.3.1  
Identification Strategy 

 

Within the context of the PDDE, schools with at least 51 students face two 

modifications. Besides being compelled to constitute a school committee to be 

responsible for managing resources transferred straight from federal government, 

schools with more than 50 students experience a sharp increase in the autonomous 

budget. Therefore, the comparison of schools just below the 51 threshold with 

those slightly above it allows us to identify the effect of both treatments jointly. If 

our interest was to estimate the combination of both rules, we would simply 

explore this regression discontinuity design at the 51 cutoff. 

In order to isolate the effect of having a school council to manage 

autonomous resources from the effect of more resources, we also consider other 

scenarios where schools are exposed only to a discontinuous increase of funding. 

The 100 threshold implies just a sharp increase of funding and the same is true at 

the 51 threshold in more recent years. Nonetheless, some assumptions must be 

considered so that the income effects in these different cutoffs are comparable. 

The comparison of different discontinuities across space or time has been 

conducted by previous studies, but Grembi, Nannicini and Troiano (2013) 

provides formalization of the identification assumptions for this approach that 

they call difference-in-discontinuities design. Their focus is on the difference 

between two cross-sectional estimators that are in different time periods. 

Nonetheless, their setup may also be adapted for difference in discontinuities that 

are in the same point of time. 

Using the notation and the structure developed by Grembi, Nannicini and 

Troiano (2013), we explain our identification strategy. Initially, consider 𝑦𝑖(1) as 
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the potential outcome if school i is exposed to treatment and 𝑦𝑖(0) as the 

analogous variable in case of no treatment. In this study, treated schools are those 

that must have a school council to manage autonomous resources, and this 

happens if schools have at least 51 students. The variable d𝑖 indicates whether 

school i receives treatment so that the value one indicates that school i´s size (𝑛𝑖) 

is equal or higher than 51 pupils (𝑛𝑖 ≥ 𝑛𝑐; 𝑛𝑐 = 51), and the zero denotes the 

opposite. Hence, the observed outcome for school i is equal to: 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑑𝑖𝑦𝑖(1) +

(1 − 𝑑𝑖)𝑦𝑖(0). 

Considering that 𝑧+ ≡ lim𝑛→𝑛𝑐+ 𝐸[𝑧𝑖/𝑛𝑖 = 𝑛] and 𝑧− ≡ lim𝑛→𝑛𝑐− 𝐸[𝑧𝑖/

𝑛𝑖 = 𝑛], with 𝑧 = 𝑦(1),𝑦(0),𝑦, the regression-discontinuity estimator 𝜏𝑅𝐷� ≡

𝑦+ − 𝑦− would identify the average treatment effect at the cutoff, 𝐸[𝑦(1) −

𝑦(0)/𝑛 = 𝑛𝑐], under certain conditions derived by Hahn et al. (2001) and stated 

by Grembi et al. (2013). The necessary conditions are that treatment assignment 

(d𝑖) must be independent of [𝑦𝑖(1) − 𝑦𝑖(0)]  conditional on 𝑛𝑖 near 𝑛𝑐, and that 

potential outcomes must be continuous at the cutoff (𝑦(1)+ = 𝑦(1)− and 

𝑦(0)+ = 𝑦(0)−). However, this last assumption is not verified in our study since 

the 51 threshold is also characterized by a discontinuous increase of autonomous 

budget. Therefore, the regression-discontinuity estimator previously described 

will also incorporate a resource effect besides the school council management 

effect. 

Nonetheless, if the confounding effect can be identified in another 

discontinuity within the same framework, it is possible to subtract the 

confounding effect from the combined effect previously estimated in order to 

isolate the treatment effect. Grembi et al. (2013) derives the assumptions under 

which such a difference-in-discontinuities estimator identifies the treatment effect. 

For a different cutoff, 𝑛�𝑐, we similarly define that �̃�+ ≡ lim𝑛→𝑛�𝑐+ 𝐸[𝑧𝑖/

𝑛𝑖 = 𝑛] and �̃�− ≡ lim𝑛→𝑛�𝑐− 𝐸[𝑧𝑖/𝑛𝑖 = 𝑛], with 𝑧 = 𝑦(1),𝑦(0),𝑦. The difference-

in-discontinuities estimator 𝜏𝐷𝐷� ≡ (𝑦+ − 𝑦−) − (𝑦�+ − 𝑦�−) explores sharp 

variations that happen at different cutoffs. While Grembi et al. (2013) are 

interested in the same cutoff value at different points of time; we are also 

interested in different cutoff values at the same time period. As discontinuities 

representing only a sharp resource increase, we consider the 100 cutoff as well as 

the 51 cutoff in most recent years. 
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Following Grembi et al. (2013), there are two identification assumptions 

necessary for the difference in discontinuities design. The first one is that the 

confounding effect on potential outcomes must be constant among the different 

cutoffs considered, that is, (𝑦(0)+ − 𝑦(0)−) = (𝑦�(0)+ − 𝑦�(0)−). This means that 

observations just above and just below the cutoffs should be on parallel trends. In 

our study, this assumption implies that the income effect is the same across the 

different cutoffs analyzed.  

The second hypothesis is that the confounding effect does not change in 

the presence of treatment, more specifically (𝑦(1)+ − 𝑦(1)−) = (𝑦(0)+ −

𝑦(0)−). In other words, there should be no interaction between the treatment and 

the confounding rule. This indicates that the income effect should not vary due to 

the introduction of school council management. 

 

3.3.2  
Estimation 

 

Unlike Grembi et al. (2013), our regression discontinuity framework is 

characterized by a fuzzy design. If schools above the cutoff were simply 

constrained to establish a school committee without receiving a sharp increase in 

resources, we would have a fuzzy-regression discontinuity design since the 

treatment rule is obligatory above the cutoff but not below it. The estimation 

would follow: 

 

𝑌𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑆𝐶𝑖 + 𝑓(𝑍𝑖) + 𝜀𝑖         (3.1) 

   
 

Where 𝑌𝑖 is the school i´s outcome; 𝑆𝐶𝑖  is a dummy variable indicating 

whether the school i has a school committee; and 𝑓(𝑍𝑖) is a continuous function 

of the total number of students at school i (forcing variable). Following Hahn et 

al. (2001), the estimation of equation (1) consider the dummy variable 𝐷𝑖 =

𝐼[𝑍𝑖 ≥ 51] as an instrument for the endogenous variable𝑆𝐶𝑖. 

On the other hand, if schools at the 51 threshold received additional 

resources without being required to have a school committee, we would also have 
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a fuzzy design, since the treatment is a continuous variable. The estimation would 

be analogous to the previous on: 

 

𝑌𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑅𝑖 + 𝑓(𝑍𝑖) + 𝜀𝑖         (3.2) 

 

The only difference is that the treatment variable is 𝑅𝑖, the total amount of 

resources received by school i. The dummy variable 𝐷𝑖 = 𝐼[𝑍𝑖 ≥ 51]  would be 

an instrument for the endogenous variable 𝑅𝑖. 

Nonetheless, schools with at least 51 students face both treatments. 

Therefore, whether estimating (3.1) or (3.2), the estimated effect embodies 

equally the establishment of school council management and the sharp increase of 

autonomous funding. 

As previously explained, in order to disentangle the effect of school 

council management from the effect of resources, we consider scenarios within 

the PDDE context where there is only the discontinuous increase in resources, but 

no changes in other program rules or other policies. If the income effect is similar 

across these different scenarios and if there is no interaction between the income 

effect and the school council management effect, then the difference between the 

estimated effects could be attributable to the fact that schools in one setting are 

also subjected to adopt school committee management. 

To begin with, we explore the fact that schools with 100 students or more 

face a discontinuous change in the resources received. We estimate equation (3.2) 

considering the dummy variable 𝐷𝑖 = 𝐼[𝑍𝑖 ≥ 100] as an instrument for 

autonomous resources. Although schools around the 100 cutoff are not exactly 

equal to schools nearby the 51 cutoff, we will argue that the main difference 

between them is the introduction of school council to manage autonomous 

resources. Therefore, the difference among the estimated effects by equation (3.2) 

in both scenarios would be a valid approximation of the effect of school council 

management. 

In addition, we take advantage of the fact that it is increasing the number 

of smaller schools that choose to adopt school council management, so that, in 

most recent years, the discontinuity around the 51 threshold in the proportion of 

schools with a school committee has practically disappeared. Therefore, for recent 
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years (2011 and 2012), the 51 cutoff denote only a discontinuous increase in 

resources. This led to the possibility of comparing the effects estimated by 

equation (3.2) in the previous years (2008-2009) with those of most recent years 

(2011-2012). If there is not a particular difference among the periods analyzed 

(that could change results), then the difference in effects could be entitled to the 

introduction of community on resource management. 

Both strategies to isolate the effect of having a school committee to 

manage autonomous resources have their own caveats. Although schools around 

the 100 cutoff are to some extent different from schools at the 51 cutoff, they are 

exposed to the same time period characteristics. It is assumed that resource effect 

is similar between schools with size close to 100 pupils and schools with size near 

50 pupils even though these schools have different characteristics.  

On the other hand, schools at the 51 cutoff in another time period have 

more similar characteristics, but they face differences inherent to their specific 

time. The assumption needed is that resource effect does not vary with time. In 

addition, both strategies demand that there is no interaction between school 

council management effect and resource effect. Results are considered more 

robust if both strategies point to similar findings. 

It is also relevant to remark that our comparison among the three different 

scenarios is also limited by the fact that each one of three equations estimations 

estimated considers different instruments. Responsiveness to each instrument 

might also be different across the three different thresholds being analyzed. 

We estimated equation (3.2) by local linear regressions for different 

bandwidths considering a rectangular kernel as advocated by Lee and Lemieux 

(2010) and Imbens and Lemieux (2008) for being more transparent. Since the 

forcing variable (number of students) is discrete, the standard errors are clustered 

on the school size level as recommended by Lee and Card (2008). Our tables also 

present results considering a quadratic and a cubic specification. 
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3.4  
Results  

 

In this section, we present the results regarding the different scenarios 

discussed in the previous section. Initially, the effects are described considering 

the introduction of school council management combined with a sharp increase of 

resources. We compare results at the 51-cutoff for 1-year treatment (2008) and for 

2-year treatment (2008-09). Subsequently, we introduce findings for a pure 

resource-policy for a 2-year period. First, the results for schools at the 

neighborhood of the 100 cutoff (2008-09) are presented, followed by the results 

for schools near the 51 threshold in most recent years (2011-12). In addition, we 

also look for heterogeneous effects according to community literacy rate 

throughout the empirical evidence presented in this section. 

 

3.4.1  
The effects of school council management combined with more 
resources 
 
RD Validity 

Here we investigate whether the participation of parents on resource 

management together with additional funding result in better infrastructure quality 

and student performance. We take advantage of the regression discontinuity 

design in PDDE due to the fact that schools with at least 51 pupils are obligated to 

adopt council management and also receive a sharp increase in their autonomous 

budget. 

This rule is perfectly illustrated by Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Figure 3.1 display 

the percentage of schools with a council responsible for the autonomous budget 

for each school size in terms of pupils. There is a sharp increase in the probability 

of having school council management in 2008 when school size exceeded 50 

pupils in 2007. Figure 3.2 depicts the total amount transferred by the program 

PDDE to schools according to their size. It is visible a discontinuous increase on 

autonomous budget in 2007 when school achieved the 51 pupils in 2007. 
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Table 3.2 corroborates the discontinuity in the figures through first-stage 

regressions. Having at least 51 students in 2007 implies an increase of almost 

R$800 (approximately U$400) and a rise of more than 30 percentage points in the 

probability of having a school committee at the cutoff (actually, those with more 

than 51 students will have a school committee, while those just under the 51 

cutoff have a probability of nearly 70%). Therefore, this threshold indeed 

represents both more resources and school council management.  

First of all, we discuss some specification checks on the regression 

discontinuity design recommended by the literature (Lee and Lemieux 2010, 

Imbens and Lemieux 2008). Since we are interested in schools around the 51 

cutoff, we narrow our sample to schools with 20-80 students in 2007. The 

characteristics of this sample are displayed at Table 3.1.  

In order to investigate whether baseline characteristics are balanced at the 

51 cutoff, we conduct the estimation of equation (3.2) considering the resources 

received in 2008 as the endogenous treatment, and the school characteristics in 

2007 as outcomes. Table 3.3 presents general school characteristics in 2007, 

except for the percentage of literate adults in the municipality, which was taken 

from the 2012 Demographic Census. Several characteristics such as region, 

percentage of teachers with higher education degree and percentage of female 

students were not significantly different. Only teacher-student ratio significantly 

changes at the 51 cutoff. It is worth mentioning that there is no discontinuity for 

the variable representing the percentage of literacy among adults (more than 30 

years), which makes it especially important for us to conduct an investigation of 

heterogeneous effects considering this variable as an indicator of the educational 

level of the local community. 

Furthermore, Tables 3.4 and 3.5 present evidence of no discontinuity on 

baseline student performance and on aggregate infrastructure indices, 

respectively. Tables 3.6 and 3.7 present the estimates for detailed physical 

infrastructure and equipment items. Only TV and copy machine appears to 

significantly change at the cutoff. Figure 3.4 presents the analogous graphical 

analysis for some variables and shows no discontinuities at the cutoff. 

If schools could manipulate their student number on School Census 

survey, then the distribution of schools around the cutoff would not be random. 

More resources would be an incentive for schools to declare having more students 
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than they actually have. However, as previously argued, School Census is 

collected at the student level. This constrains schools to declare the real number of 

students. Nonetheless, if schools were manipulating their census surveys, we 

would have found different characteristics between schools at the cutoff. 

Furthermore, it is also important to inspect the density of the forcing variable to 

verify sorting around the threshold. Considering Figure 3.3, we see that there is no 

discontinuity in the distribution of the school size at the cutoff. If schools were 

choosing which side to be around the cutoff, we would expect to see a 

discontinuous change in the density at the cutoff. 

 

Evidence on student performance and infrastructure, 2008 (1-year 
effect) 

In Table 3.8, we see that the combination of more resources and school 

council management in the period of one year did not result in significantly better 

student performance. In contrast, Table 3.9 reveals some positive change in the 

aggregate equipment index, but not in the physical infrastructure index. On 

average, an increase of R$1000 combined with school council management 

implied an equipment improvement of 0.025 standard deviations (considering 

column 6). This constitutes a marginal increase in overall infrastructure quality. 

Table 3.10 display no significant change in physical infrastructure items, 

whereas Table 3.11 indicates an increase in the probability of having DVD player 

and student computers. Considering the 20 bandwidth, receiving additional 

R$1000 and introducing school council management increases in 3 and 1.7 

percentage points the probability of having DVD player and students computers, 

correspondingly. Although these effects appear small, it is necessary to consider 

that the 15.7% and 3.6% of these schools have DVD player and student 

computers. Therefore, there is an increase of almost 20% and 46% in the 

probabilities of having each of these devices.  

We are also interested in investigating heterogeneous effects according to 

local settings. Therefore, we separate the sample considering the median of the 

municipality literacy rate among adults (over 30 years). In Table A.3.1 in the 

appendix, we see that the null result in student achievement is common to both 

type of schools here considered. Nonetheless, the immediate positive effects on 

equipment infrastructure are restricted to schools located in municipalities with 
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higher percentage of literate adults as shown by tables A.3.2, A.3.3 and A.3.4. 

Taking into account the 20 bandwidth, an increase of R$1000 combined with 

school council management leads to an improvement of 0.04 standard deviations 

on equipment index of schools with a better educated community. 

 

Evidence on student performance and infrastructure, 2008-09 (2-year 
effect) 

Considering that other effects of the combination of additional resources 

and school council management might appear after some time, we investigate 

outcomes after two consecutive years of being exposed to these treatments. 

Analyzing Table 3.12, we observe that having at least 51 students in 2007 

increases the autonomous funding received in 2008-09 on roughly R$950 (U$475) 

and raise more than 20 percentage points the probability of having a school 

committee in both 2008 and 2009. 

Table 3.13 reveals that schools that had a school committee and received 

more resources for the past two years exhibit higher pass rate and lower failure 

and dropout rates. Despite being significantly different from zero, the effects are 

not sizeable. For instance, considering the 20-bandwidth, an increase of R$1,000, 

combined with school council management, will lead to an increase of 1.2 p.p. in 

pass rate, and a reduction of 0.7 p.p. in failure rate and 0.5 p.p. in dropout rate. 

Looking at Table 3.1, this represent 1.2% increase in pass rate, and 4% decrease 

in failure rate and 7.8% decrease in dropout rate. That is, all effects are less than 

10%. 

No effect is obtained for physical infrastructure aggregate index or 

individual items (see Tables 3.14 and 3.15). On the contrary, there is an 

improvement in the aggregate equipment index (Table 3.14) and there is an 

increase in the probability of having several items such as TV, DVD player, and 

copy machine, printing machine and student computers (Table 3.16). These 

effects are substantial especially considering that these are very poor schools. As 

an example, consider the 20 bandwidth, an increase of R$1000 combined with 

school council management implies an increase of 2.6 p.p. in the probability of 

having students computers, which means a rise of 25% in this probability. It also 

implies an additional 1.4 student computers at these schools. 
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Now we proceed to consider different effects according to local 

community characteristics. Once again, we separate the sample considering rate of 

literacy among adults in municipalities. In Table 3.17, we see that the 

improvement on student performance is concentrated on schools for which local 

community is better literate. 

On the other hand, the upgrading on school equipment index happens in 

schools either in more educated municipalities or in less educated ones, as 

illustrated by Table 3.18. The main difference among these schools is that the 

former seem to invest more on student computers (Table 3.20). 

Therefore, the introduction of school councils combined with more 

resources seems to immediately improve equipment only at schools with better 

schooled community (in a one year horizon), but, after a short time (2 years),   the 

positive changes in equipment will also happen in schools where community is 

less educated. It is interesting to note that positive effects on infrastructure due to 

parent participation in resource management occur even in more disadvantaged 

communities. Nonetheless, the marginal improvement on student performance is 

restricted to better-off communities. 

 

Evidence on student and teacher characteristics, 2008-09 (2-year 
effect) 

In addition, we also consider whether these policies might affect student 

and teacher characteristics. Table 3.21 reveals an increase in the percentage of 

teachers with higher education degree and post-graduation diploma in schools that 

received more resource and adopted school council management. Considering the 

20 bandwidth, an additional R$1000, combined with school council management, 

lead to a rise of 2.4 p.p. in the probability of having a teacher with higher 

education diploma, and 1.5 p.p. in the chance of having a teacher with 

postgraduate degree. These results imply increases of 9% and 25% in these 

probabilities, respectively. 

It is important to emphasize that this is not a direct effect of the program, 

since the autonomous funding must not be used to pay wages or instruction for 

teachers. Moreover, the school committee is not formally entitled to control 

school issues other than the management of the autonomous resource. However, 

the empowerment of the local community to manage resources might result in 
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higher community pressure to solve other schools problems. This means that the 

control over autonomous funding might empower parents to demand more 

qualified teachers. 

In principle, this effect could also be explained by teacher sorting. Better 

qualified teachers might prefer to work in schools with superior infrastructure and 

this would lead to a rise in the proportion of teachers holding diplomas in schools 

that witnessed more investments. Nevertheless, if this were the case there is no 

reason to expect this teacher movement to be more intense in schools with a better 

educated local community. Both types of schools (with more and a less educated 

community) receive additional resources and observe improvement on their 

equipment infrastructure. Table 3.22 indicates that the increase in the proportion 

of teachers with higher education occurs in schools located in more educated 

municipalities. This evidence support the previous hypothesis, since the 

empowerment of parents might be more effective if they have more education. 

One might also be worried about student sorting affecting results. Families 

with stronger preference for education might choose schools with a greater budget 

and where they can participate in resource management. This could be the reason 

behind the effects on teacher qualification, infrastructure and student performance. 

However, this argument loses strength by the fact that our sample comprises 

essentially rural schools. In the rural context, it is expected that students have little 

or no mobility. Unfortunately, we are unable to test effects on some student 

characteristics that would indicate student sorting. The percentage of female 

student in 2009 is not affected at the cutoff (Table 3.22), which suggest no student 

sorting. 

 

3.4.2  
The effects of a pure resource policy in the period 2008-2009 

 

Now we present the effect of providing more autonomous resources to 

schools with more than 100 students in 2008 and 2009. Our objective is to isolate 

the consequences of school council management by comparing the effects of this 

pure resource-policy with the previous results from a combination of more 

resources and school council management. Comparing Tables 3.1 and 3.23, we 

see that schools around the 100 cutoff are to some extent different from schools in 
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the neighborhood of the 51 threshold. But they are not that different. Schools near 

the 100 cutoff are also mostly rural and located in the Northeast region. Their 

overall characteristics are better than the smaller schools at the 50 cutoff, yet they 

still suffer with poor conditions. Almost 50% of teachers in these schools have a 

higher education degree, less than 30% of these schools have a library and near 

40% have computers. Even though schools at 100-cutoff are better-off compared 

to schools at 51-cutoff, they are not completely different, given that both groups 

represent disadvantaged schools. 

In Table 3.24, we report the estimated effect of having more than 100 

students on total autonomous funding received in the period 2008-09, and on the 

probability of having schools committee in both years (first-stage regressions). As 

expected, the 100-cutoff does not affect the chance of a school having a 

management council (as most of them already have it). The increase in the total 

funding in nearly R$1,200 (U$600), which is somewhat higher than the increase 

in the 51-cutoff (R$950 in Table 3.12). 

Nevertheless, despite of having different characteristics and experiencing 

different increases in budget, we consider that the main difference between 

schools at 51-cutoff and schools at 100-cutoff is that the first group also introduce 

school council to manage resources. Therefore, we estimate the effect of more 

resources at the 100-cutoff in order to compare with our previous findings. 

 

Evidence on student performance, school infrastructure and teacher 
characteristics 

Table 3.25 present evidence of no effect on student performance by the 

pure-resource policy for schools with approximately 100 students. In addition, 

Tables 3.26, 3.27 and 3.28 reveal no effect of the additional funding on 

infrastructure variables from the School Census. We also investigated the 

possibility of heterogeneous effects according to the education of local 

community, but no effects were found except for an increase of administrative 

computers in schools located in less educated municipalities (see Tables A.3.5, 

A.3.6, A.3.7 and A.3.8). In addition, Table 3.29 indicates that there is not an 

increase in the percentage of more educated teachers in schools that received more 

resources. 
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The absence of effects on infrastructure in this context might be explained 

by the limited information provided by the School Census variables. These 

variables might not be able to measure the investments made with the additional 

resources. Nonetheless, these results suggest that more infrastructure 

improvement was achieved when more resources were combined with 

establishment of a school council. Actually, the introduction of school council 

management by itself might imply more resources to school by reducing local 

capture. This may explain the reason for previous investments being more 

apparent and able to be captured by School Census variables. 

Therefore, a pure-resource policy for schools in the neighborhood of 100 

students does not result in the previous findings: better student performance, 

improved infrastructure and more qualified teachers at school. This constitutes 

piece of evidence in favor of school council management as being the main 

responsible for prior outcomes. 

 

3.4.3  
The effects of a pure resource policy in the period 2011-2012 

 

Analyzing the data, we observe that there is an increase of the proportion 

of schools with less than 51 students that have school committee, so that, for most 

recent years (2011 and 2012), the 51-cutoff does not represent anymore a 

discontinuity in the percentage of schools with school committee. This means that 

schools with at least 51 students experiment a discontinuous increase of resources 

but not a jump in the chance of having school council management of resources in 

the period 2011-12. We take advantage of this fact in order to compare the effects 

associated to 51-cutoff through time as another strategy of disentangling the effect 

of school council management from the effect of additional resources. 

The main drawback of this method is that schools in different time period 

are exposed to different contexts, due to time peculiarities. The advantage is the 

fact that these schools have similar characteristics, as can be noted from a 

comparison of Tables 3.1 and 3.30. They are essentially rural and located in 

Northeast region. Overall, they have a slightly better situation in their 

infrastructure characteristics, but the difference is even smaller than the one 

obtained when considering school at 100-cutoff. Schools around the 51-cutoff in 
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most recent years also have superior student performance, when compared to 

schools in the neighborhood of 51 students in earlier years. 

As previously described, Table 3.31 shows that the 51-cutoff in 2010 does 

not discontinuously affect the probability of having school committee during 

2011-12, but it represents a jump of nearly R$700 (U$350) in the autonomous 

budget for the same period. The increase in resources is a little smaller than the 

one experienced in previous years at the 51-cutoff (which was R$950, as shown in 

Table 3.12). If we consider that school characteristics, time-context and budget 

increase are not very much different, the main difference among schools near the 

51-cutoff in different points in time will be the fact that schools in the first years 

also experienced a jump in the chance of having a school committee to manage 

autonomous resources. Therefore, we compare the effects at the 51-cutoff in the 

periods 2008-09 and 2011-12 as a way to shed some light on the possible 

consequences of having school council management. 

 

Evidence on student performance, school infrastructure and teacher 
characteristics 

The results presented in Table 3.32 indicate no or small effect on student 

performance due to additional resources received in the period 2011-12. In 

addition to the null result on academic achievement, Table 3.33 suggests no 

change on infrastructure aggregate indices. However, an investigation of 

individual infrastructure items conducted in Tables 3.34 and 3.35 indicate that the 

extra resources were invested in playground. Considering the 20 bandwidth, an 

additional R$1000 increases by 2 p.p. the probability of having this facility. 

Bearing in mind that only 6.6% of these schools have it (Table 2.30), this is a 

relevant effect. 

Exploring heterogeneous effects in Tables A.3.9, A.3.10, A.3.11 and 

A.3.12 in the Appendix, we find that there is a significant reduction of dropout 

rate in schools located in less educated municipalities, but the expansion of 

playgrounds was concentrated in schools with a more literate local community. 

Table 3.36 displays no changes on teacher characteristics in schools that 

received more resources. This result, combined with the lack of effect on student 

performance and equipment infrastructure, suggests that the findings at the 51-
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cutoff in the previous years were mainly driven by the adoption of school council 

management. 

 

3.5  
Discussion 

 

The findings of this chapter might be easily summarized through graph 

analyzes. Figure 3.5 plots several outcomes after controlling for their past values 

against the school size. The vertical lines represent the thresholds at which there is 

a discontinuous increase in the budget. The first column (Panel A) represents the 

51 cutoff in 2007 that imply not only a jump of resources in the period 2008-09, 

but also a discontinuous increase in the probability of having school council 

management during 2008-09. The 100 cutoff in 2007 and the 51 cutoff in 2010 

are represented in the second (Panel B) and third (Panel C) columns. These 

thresholds denote a rise in the autonomous budget of the periods 2008-09 and 

2011-12, respectively. A discontinuous increase (decrease) in the outcome values 

at one of the thresholds indicate that this change is being caused by the treatment 

associated to that cutoff. 

We note that there is a reduction in dropout and failure rates and a rise in 

pass rate in the first column, though not in the second and third columns. This 

means that improvement in student achievement do not happen in a context of 

pure resource policy, and modest academic progress is likely connected to the 

introduction of school council management. 

This same pattern is observed when considering equipment infrastructure 

(represented by student computers in Figure 3.5), which means that equipment 

upgrading was also strongly connected to the establishment of school council. The 

playground variable in Figure 3.5 presents a greater discontinuity in the third 

column, which suggests that additional resources in 2011-12 were invested in 

playground. 

Figure 3.5 also reveal more intense increase in the percentage of qualified 

teachers at the cutoff associated to school council management of resources (first 

column). This implies that changes in the teacher qualification are most likely 

associated to community empowerment instead of more funding.  
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Even though the three cutoffs do not represent schools in exactly identical 

contexts, their comparison provides an interesting exercise to shed some light on 

the consequences of empowering local community to manage resources. In sum, 

the combination of additional resources and establishment of a school committee 

results in better student performance, equipment upgrading and higher percentage 

of qualified teacher at schools. The fact that these outcomes are not present in the 

same way, when considering other contexts of pure-resource policy, constitutes 

evidence that these effects are mostly consequence of the establishment of parent 

participation in resource management. 

The introduction of school council might imply not only a more rational 

investment according to school needs, but also an increase of school resources by 

reducing local capture. Delivering resources to direct beneficiaries avoid misuse 

from school principal or officers at local government. We have discussed that this 

would be not the case if school council represents interests of a privileged group 

among community. Nonetheless, we find evidence that community participation 

improves resource management towards more quality on school infrastructure. In 

addition, school council management slightly benefits student performance and 

unexpectedly improves teacher qualification. This last result suggests that 

empowering parents on resource management might increase their participation 

and their demands at school. 

It is important to note that both better equipment and more educated 

teacher could represent mechanisms to achieve improvement on academic 

performance. Therefore, introducing school council management of resources 

(combined with additional resources) would improve school infrastructure and 

teacher qualification so that students would achieve better academic indices. 

Nonetheless, there are other mechanisms that might be acting. As argued before, 

empowering community to manage resources might actually result in empowering 

community to take other actions. For instance, parents might demand less 

absenteeism of teachers or of their children. 

In addition, we looked for heterogeneous effects considering local 

community education. Figure 3.6 illustrates the findings. The first column 

represents schools in municipalities with lower literacy rate among adults, while 

the second exhibits schools in municipalities with higher percentage of literate 

adults. We note that the fall in dropout and failure rates and the rise in pass rates 
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are more accentuated in the second column. The same pattern is observed for 

computers and percentage of qualified teachers. Therefore, Figure 3.6 highlights 

that school council management might improve school infrastructure even in less 

privileged local context. However, positive outcomes are more intense in better-

off communities, especially those related to academic progress and better teacher 

qualification. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Probability of having school committee, 2008  

Notes: The figure depicts the relationship between having school committee in the Brazilian 
school autonomy program (PDDE) in 2008 and the school size in 2007. The vertical line 
represents the 51 cutoff point.  
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Figure 3.2: Total autonomous budget, 2008 

Notes: The figure depicts the relationship between the total amount received by schools from the 
program Dinheiro Direto na Escola /PDDE (Program of Cash Direct to Schools) in 2008 and the 
school size in 2007. The vertical lines represent the 51 and 100 cutoff points. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Distribution of the number of students at school in 2007 

Notes: The scatter plots represent the density of the school´s number of students in 2007. It is 
considered only schools that received autonomous budget from PDDE in 2008. The vertical lines 
represent the 51 and 100 cutoff points. 
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Figure 3.4: School Characteristics, 2007  

Notes: The figure depicts the relationship of several school characteristics in 2007 and the number 
of students at school in 2007. The vertical line represents the 51 cutoff.  
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Figure 3.4: School Characteristics, 2007 (continued) 

Notes: The figure depicts the relationship of several school characteristics in 2007 and the number 
of students at school in 2007. The vertical line represents the 51 cutoff. 
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Figure 3.5: Comparing outcomes at different thresholds 

Notes: The figure depicts the relationship of several outcomes (controlled by their past values) and the number of students at school. The first and second 
columns consider outcomes at 2009 and school size in 2007. The difference is that the first highlights the 51 cutoff while the second emphasizes the 100 cutoff. 
The third column represents outcomes in 2012 against the school size in 2010, indicating the 51 cutoff.  
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Figure 3.5: Comparing outcomes at different thresholds (Continued) 

Notes: The figure depicts the relationship of several outcomes (controlled by their past values) and the number of students at school. The first and second 
columns consider outcomes at 2009 and school size in 2007. The difference is that the first highlights the 51 cutoff while the second emphasizes the 100 cutoff. 
The third column represents outcomes in 2012 against the school size in 2010, indicating the 51 cutoff.  
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Figure 3.5: Comparing outcomes at different thresholds (Continued) 

Notes: The figure depicts the relationship of several outcomes (controlled by their past values) and the number of students at school. The first and second 
columns consider outcomes at 2009 and school size in 2007. The difference is that the first highlights the 51 cutoff while the second emphasizes the 100 cutoff. 
The third column represents outcomes in 2012 against the school size in 2010, indicating the 51 cutoff.  
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Figure 3.6: Comparing outcomes by municipality education  

Notes: The figure depicts the relationship of several outcomes in 2009 (controlled by their 2007 
past values) and the number of students at school in 2007. While the first column represent schools 
in municipalities with lower rate of literacy among adults, the second column considers schools in 
municipalities more educated. The vertical line represents the 51 cutoff. 
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Figure 3.6: Comparing outcomes by municipality education (Continued) 

Notes: The figure depicts the relationship of several outcomes in 2009 (controlled by their 2007 
past values) and the number of students at school in 2007. While the first column represent schools 
in municipalities with lower rate of literacy among adults, the second column considers schools in 
municipalities more educated. The vertical line represents the 51 cutoff. 
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Figure 3.6: Comparing outcomes by municipality education (Continued) 

Notes: The figure depicts the relationship of several outcomes in 2009 (controlled by their 2007 
past values) and the number of students at school in 2007. While the first column represent schools 
in municipalities with lower rate of literacy among adults, the second column considers schools in 
municipalities more educated. The vertical line represents the 51 cutoff. 
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Table 3.1: Descriptive Statistics, 2007 
 

 
 
Notes: This table reports descriptive statistics on several school characteristics in 2007. The school sample considered 
include schools with 20-80 students in 2007 that received transfers from PDDE. 
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Table 3.2: First-stage results, 2008 
 

 
 
Note: OLS estimates of the effect of having at least 51 students in 2007 on 2008´s autonomous budget(divided by 104) and on the presence of having school committee (measured as 0/1). The variable 
1{z>0} indicates that the school has 51 students or more. Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, urban dummy and dummy for state-run school. The school sample considered include 
schools with 20-80 students in 2007 that received PDDE transfers in 2008. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.3: Placebo effect on general characteristics, 2007 

 
Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on school characteristics 
in 2007 and municipality literate rate in 2010. Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, urban dummy and 
dummy for state-run school. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.4: Placebo effect on student performance, 2007 

 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2007 student 
performance. Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, urban dummy and dummy for state-run schools.  *, **, 
*** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 

 
Table 3.5: Placebo effect on aggregate indices, 2007 
 

 
 
Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2007´s infrastructure 
aggregate indices. Physical Infrastructure Index considers principal office, teacher room, kitchen, computer lab, science lab, 
sport court, library, playground. Equipment Index take into account having TV, parabolic antenna, copy machine, slide 
projector, printing machine, computers, student computers, and internet. Regressions include as controls: regional 
dummies, urban dummy and dummy for state-run school. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.6: Placebo effect on physical infrastructure items, 2007 

 
 
Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2007´s physical 
infrastructure items. Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, urban dummy and dummy for state-run school. *, 
**, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.7: Placebo effect on equipment infrastructure items, 2007 
 

 
 
Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2007´s equipment 
items. Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, urban dummy and state-run dummy. *, **, *** indicate 
significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.8: Effect on student performance, 2008 

 
 
Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2008´s student 
performance indices. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy and state-run dummy and the 
lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
 
 
 
Table 3.9: Effect on aggregate indices, 2008 
 

 
 
Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2008´s infrastructure 
aggregate indices. Physical Infrastructure Index considers principal office, teacher room, kitchen, computer lab, science lab, 
sport court, library, playground. Equipment Index takes into account having TV, parabolic antenna, copy machine, slide 
projector, printing machine, computers, student computers, and internet. Regressions include as controls:  regional 
dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate 
significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.10: Effect on physical infrastructure items, 2008 

 
 
Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2008´s physical 
infrastructure items. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged 
variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.11: Effect on equipment infrastructure items, 2008 
 

 
 
Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2008´s equipment 
items. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the 
dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.12: First-stage results, 2009 
 

 
 
 
Note: OLS estimates of the effect of having at least 51 students in 2007 on 2008-2009 autonomous budget (divided by 104) and on the presence of having school committee in the period 2008-09 
(measured as 0/1). The variable 1{z>0} indicates that the school has 51 students or more. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy and state-run dummy. The school sample 
considered include schools with 20-80 students in 2007 that received PDDE transfers in the period 2008-09. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.13: Effect on student performance, 2009 
 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget  (divided by 104) on 2009´s student 
performance indices. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged 
variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 

 

Table 3.14: Effect on aggregate indices, 2009 
 

 
Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2009´s 
infrastructure aggregate indices. Physical Infrastructure Index considers principal office, teacher room, kitchen, computer 
lab, science lab, sport court, library, playground. Equipment Index take into account having TV, parabolic antenna, copy 
machine, slide projector, printing machine, computers, student computers, and internet. Regressions include as controls: 
regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate 
significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.15: Effect on physical infrastructure items, 2009 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of  2008-09 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2009´s physical 
infrastructure items. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged 
variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.16: Effect on equipment infrastructure items, 2009 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2009´s equipment 
items. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the 
dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.17: Effect on student performance by municipality education, 2009 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2009´s student 
performance indices. The sample is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Regressions include 
as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, 
*** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 

 

 
Table 3.18: Effect on aggregate indices by municipality education, 2009 
 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget  (divided by 104) on 2009´s 
infrastructure aggregate indices. The sample is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Physical 
Infrastructure Index considers principal office, teacher room, kitchen, computer lab, science lab, sport court, library, 
playground. Equipment Index take into account having TV, parabolic antenna, copy machine, slide projector, printing 
machine, computers, student computers, and internet. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, 
state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels. 
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Table 3.19: Effect on physical infrastructure items by municipality education, 2009 

 
Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2009´s physical 
infrastructure items. The sample is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Regressions include 
as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, 
*** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.20: Effect on equipment infrastructure items by municipality education, 
2009 

 
Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2009´s 
equipment items. The sample is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Regressions include as 
controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** 
indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.21: Effect on teacher and student characteristics, 2009 
 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2009´s teacher 
and student characteristics. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the 
lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.22: Effect on teacher and student characteristics by municipality education, 
2009 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2009´s teacher 
and student characteristics. The sample is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Regressions 
include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. 
*, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.23: Descriptive Statistics in 2007, schools with 51-149 students 

 

Notes: This table reports descriptive statistics on several school characteristics in 2007. The school sample considered 
include schools with 51-149 students in 2007 that received transfers from PDDE. 
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Table 3.24: First-stage results, 2009 (schools with 51-149 students) 
 

 

Note: OLS estimates of the effect of having at least 100 students in 2007 on 2008-2009 autonomous budget (divided by 104) and on the presence of having school committee in the period 2008-09 
(measured as 0/1). The variable 1{z>0} indicates that the school has 100 students or more. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy. The school sample 
considered includes schools with 51-149 students in 2007 that received PDDE transfers in the period 2008-09. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels.
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Table 3.25: Effect on student performance, 2009 (schools with 51-149 students) 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2009´s student 
performance indices. The school sample considered includes schools with 51-149 students in 2007. Regressions include as 
controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** 
indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 

 

Table 3.26: Effect on aggregate indices, 2009 (schools with 51-149 students) 
 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2009´s 
infrastructure aggregate indices. Physical Infrastructure Index considers principal office, teacher room, kitchen, computer 
lab, science lab, sport court, library, playground. Equipment Index takes into account having TV, parabolic antenna, copy 
machine, slide projector, printing machine, computers, student computers, and internet. The school sample considered 
includes schools with 51-149 students in 2007.  Regressions include as controls: regional dummies, urban dummy, state-
run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.27: Effect on physical infrastructure items, 2009 (schools with 51-149 
students) 

 
Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of  2008-09 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2009´s physical 
infrastructure items. The school sample considered includes schools with 51-149 students in 2007. Regressions include as 
controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** 
indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.28: Effect on equipment infrastructure items, 2009 (schools with 51-149 
students) 

 
 
Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2009´s 
equipment items. The school sample considered includes schools with 51-149 students in 2007. Regressions include as 
controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** 
indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels.      
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Table 3.29: Effect on teacher and student characteristics, 2009 
 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2009´s teacher 
and student characteristics. The school sample considered includes schools with 51-149 students in 2007. Regressions 
include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. 
*, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels.      
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Table 3.30: Descriptive Statistics, 2010 
 

 

Notes: This table reports descriptive statistics on several school characteristics in 2010. The school sample considered 
include schools with 51-149 students in 2010 that received transfers from PDDE. 
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Table 3.31: First-stage results, 2012  
 

 
 
Notes: OLS estimates of the effect of having at least 51 students in 2010 on 2011-2012 autonomous budget (divided by 104) and on the presence of having school committee in the period 2011-12 
(measured as 0/1). The variable 1{z>0} indicates that the school has 51 students or more. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy. The school sample 
considered include schools with 20-80 students in 2010 that received PDDE transfers in the period 2011-12. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.32: Effect on student performance, 2012 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2011-12 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2012´s student 
performance indices. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged 
variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 

 

 
Table 3.33: Effect on aggregate indices, 2012 
 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2011-12 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2012´s 
infrastructure aggregate indices. Physical Infrastructure Index considers principal office, teacher room, kitchen, computer 
lab, science lab, sport court, library, playground. Equipment Index take into account having TV, parabolic antenna, copy 
machine, slide projector, printing machine, computers, student computers, and internet. Regressions include as controls:  
regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate 
significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.34: Effect on physical infrastructure items, 2012 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of  2011-12 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2012´s physical 
infrastructure items. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged 
variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.35: Effect on equipment infrastructure items, 2012 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2011-12 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2012´s 
equipment items. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged 
variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table 3.36: Effect on teacher and student characteristics, 2012 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2011-12 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2012´steacher 
and student characteristics. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the 
lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 

 

Table A.3.1: Effect on student performance by municipality education, 2008 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2008´s student 
performance indices. The sample is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Regressions include 
as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, 
*** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table A.3.2: Effect on aggregate indices by municipality education, 2008 
 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2008´s infrastructure 
aggregate indices. The sample is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Physical Infrastructure 
Index considers principal office, teacher room, kitchen, computer lab, science lab, sport court, library, playground. 
Equipment Index take into account having TV, parabolic antenna, copy machine, slide projector, printing machine, 
computers, student computers, and internet. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run 
dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table A.3.3: Effect on physical infrastructure items by municipality education, 2008 
 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2008´s physical 
infrastructure items. The sample is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Regressions include 
as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, 
*** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table A.3.4: Effect on equipment infrastructure items by municipality education, 
2008 
 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2008´s equipment 
items. The sample is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Regressions include as controls:  
regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate 
significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table A.3.5: Effect on student performance by municipality education, 2009 
(schools with 51-149 students) 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2009´s student 
performance indices. The school sample considered includes schools with 51-149 students in 2007.  The sample is divided 
considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban 
dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% 
and 1% levels. 

 

Table A.3.6: Effect on aggregate indices by municipality education, 2009 (schools 
with 51-149 students) 
 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2009´s 
infrastructure aggregate indices. The school sample considered includes schools with 51-149 students in 2007.  The sample 
is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Physical Infrastructure Index considers principal 
office, teacher room, kitchen, computer lab, science lab, sport court, library, playground. Equipment Index take into 
account having TV, parabolic antenna, copy machine, slide projector, printing machine, computers, student computers, and 
internet. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the 
dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table A.3.7: Effect on physical infrastructure items by municipality education, 2009 
(schools with 51-149 students) 
 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2009´s physical 
infrastructure items. The school sample considered includes schools with 51-149 students in 2007.  The sample is divided 
considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban 
dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% 
and 1% levels. 
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Table A.3.8: Effect on equipment infrastructure items by municipality education, 
2009 (schools with 51-149 students) 
 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2008-09 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2009´s 
equipment items. The school sample considered includes schools with 51-149 students in 2007. The sample is divided 
considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban 
dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% 
and 1% levels. 
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Table A.3.9: Effect on student performance by municipality education, 2012 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2011-12 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2012´s student 
performance indices. The sample is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Regressions include 
as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, 
*** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 

 

Table A.3.10: Effect on aggregate indices by municipality education, 2012 
 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2011-12 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2012´s 
infrastructure aggregate indices. The sample is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Physical 
Infrastructure Index considers principal office, teacher room, kitchen, computer lab, science lab, sport court, library, 
kindergaden. Equipment Index take into account having TV, parabolic antenna, copy machine, slide projector, printing 
machine, computers, student computers, and internet. Regressions include as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, 
state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels. 
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Table A.3.11: Effect on physical infrastructure items by municipality education, 
2012 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2011-12 autonomous budget (divided by 104) on 2012´s physical 
infrastructure items. The sample is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Regressions include 
as controls:  regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, 
*** indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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Table A.3.12: Effect on equipment infrastructure items by municipality education, 
2012 

 

Notes: This table reports TSLS estimates of the effect of 2011-12 autonomous budget(divided by 104) on 2012´s 
equipment items. The sample is divided considering the median of the proportion of literate adults. Regressions include as 
controls: regional dummies, urban dummy, state-run dummy and the lagged variable of the dependent variable. *, **, *** 
indicate significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels. 
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CHAPTER 4  
Conclusion 

 

 

Decentralization of public services to lower levels of government has been 

pointed as a solution for inefficiencies in provision. Nonetheless, transference of 

power to lower levels of administration might not work in every context since 

local institution quality affects results. Consequently, design and implementation 

are key determinants of decentralization success. So many variables affect 

decentralization outcomes that the lack of consensus regarding empirical evidence 

on decentralization experiences is not surprising. 

The situation is not different considering school decentralization reforms. 

In this study, we focus on a school-based management experience in Brazil, 

investigating how different local characteristics affect the functioning of this 

decentralized system. In addition, we explore the consequences of a specific 

design that fosters community participation in resource management.  

This Brazilian program consists of transferring cash from federal 

government straight to schools. This funding is received by a school council 

composed of community members who are responsible for resource management. 

Smaller schools might not have a school committee and local government receive 

their transfers, but the school (the principal) should decide about the expenditure 

of these resources. 

In the second chapter of this study, we investigate how additional funding 

is invested by school committee. We find that resources are most likely spent with 

equipment instead of physical infrastructure. However, the increase on equipment 

quality is modest and it may not be targeted to directly benefit students (for 

instance, computers for teachers use). Schools with better educated mothers and 

more active community experience more significant improvement on equipment 

quality, especially on attributes that directly affect student welfare (such as 

computers for students and physical infrastructure). 

These findings contribute to our understanding on how parent 

characteristics affect school decentralization outcomes. Better educated and 

previously engaged parents are better capable of defending their interests in a 
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 decentralized system. Therefore, students from these communities might benefit 

more from school-based management. This result is related to the one obtained by 

Reinikka and Svensson (2004) in Uganda, indicating that better-off communities 

bargained for higher share of school investment. 

Nonetheless, additional locally managed resources had no significant 

effect on student performance not even in schools for which mothers are better 

educated or community is more participative. 

The third chapter aims to understand the effect of introducing community 

participation on resource management. We compare two different designs of the 

same decentralization program: schools with and without a council to manage 

resources. The introduction of school council management might lead to a more 

effective use of resources and might also reduce local capture. However, due to 

program rules, we are able only to estimate the effects of school council 

management combined with more resources. Results point towards moderate 

improvement on student performance (measured by dropout, failure and pass 

rates) and upgrading in equipment infrastructure. An unexpected increase of 

qualified teachers was also found. Therefore, it seems that parents are not only 

improving the use of resources but also demanding other changes on school 

quality.  

By comparing these findings with other contexts where there was only an 

increase in resources, we present some evidence that the previous outcomes are 

mainly driven by the innovation of school council management. Consequently, 

community participation on management ensued enhanced school 

decentralization. This suggests that a design mechanism that empowers 

community might contribute to better decentralization results. 

We also show that the introduction of more community participation on 

management induces equipment upgrading not only in schools located within 

more educated municipalities but also in those from less educated municipalities. 

Nevertheless, improvement on student computers, academic performance and 

teacher qualification are concentrated in schools with a more qualified local 

community.  

Our findings from both chapters indicate that positive outcomes in school 

decentralized systems depend on local characteristics. This corroborates other 
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 previous results, such as Hanushek et al. (2011), Galiani et al. (2008), Madeira 

(2012) and Blimpo and Evans (2011). Better off communities seems to benefit 

more of decentralized school systems. This poses as a relevant question the 

investigation of different designs or implementation strategies that neutralize the 

trade-off between efficiency and equity present in school decentralization reforms. 
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